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A3STR/XT 

The orushy C.-r.ycn Formc.tion, lûwermost cf the 

DeLaware Î ûntain Group, ropresents a network of sub-

marine channeL and overbank deposits, The site of 

deposition, the DeLaware basin, was analogous to present 

deep basins off the coast of southern CaLifomia, such as 

San Pedro, Sc.nta Monica, and San Diego basins. 3oCo.use 

recent data from present oceans indicate that submarine 

channeLs Like thoca in the Delaware basin initiate at the 

mouths of submarine canyons, the existence of numerous 

submari.̂ e canyons aLong the margin of the ancient DeLaware 

basin is inferred. 

3y anaLogy with the above recent exampLes, sediment 

was probabLy deLivered by tidaL and Longshore current 

action into the heads of submarine canyons which extended 

back onto the pLatform. Subaqueous bottom fLows initiated 

by earthquakes, storm generated waves, or by overLoading, 

transported sediment down the canyons and into the deop 

basin via the subsea channeLs. The coarser materiai re-

mained in the channeLs which extended many miLes beyond 

the canyon mouths, vdiereas much of the finer materiaL 

spiLLed over the channeL margins and produceá naturaL 

Levees and fineLy Laminated overbank deposits. These 



overbcink deposits are much Like the flcod pLain deposits 

made by subaeriaL streams. 

Current fLow data obtained from the Brushy Canyon 

Formation are remarkably unidirectionai, which seems to 

be a char.'.cteristic of seciment coposited '7 this 

mechar.ism. The prevaiLing current direction is south-

east (i,e,, basinward), perpendicuLar to the northeast-

southwest trending pLatform margin. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Statement of tbe Pr' blem 

The origin of the stratigraphic interval known as 

the Brushy Canyon has been pondered since it was given 

formational rank by P. 3. King in L942. The presence of 

rippLe marks, cut and fiLL structure, channeLs, broken 

and abraded fossiLs, paraLLeL aLignment of fusuLinids, 

and Lcns shaped carbonate accumuLations which were 

reported as patch reefs have convinced authors such as 

King (L934, L942, L948), HuLL (L957), NeweLL, et al. 

(1953), Lang (1937), Crandall (1929), and others, that 

the sequence was deposited in a shallow marine environ-

ment. 

The subjacent Bone Springs Formation and much of the 

superjacent Cherry Canyon Formation are considered by the 

above authors to have been deposited in deep water. This 

interpretation requires a significant lowering of sea 

level at the beginning of Brushy Canyon time and a sig-

nigicant rise in sea level at the end of this interval, 

The absence of features which characterize transi-

tional and shallow water sediment such as barrier islands, 

beaches, surf zones, lagoonal deposits, marsh deposits, 

oscillation ripples, and multi-directional current 

ripples suggests an alternate mechanism. 



Purpose and Scope of Thosis 

Ihe purpose of this investigation is to int>jrpret 

depositional dyna-̂ .̂ics a ;d sedimentary framewor:<: of the 

r-.rushy Canyon Forr̂ .ation in as mucl-̂* detail as possibLe, 

The stucy vra.i confined to outcrops of the Brushy Canyon 

Formation in the GuadaLupe and DeLaware Mountains 

(Figures L and 2). 

Location 

The area studied incLudes the western escarpr-.ent of 

tlie GuadaLupe ::ountains and much of the DeLaware i:ountain 

area, ALL outcrop locations are within CuLberson County, 

Tcxas, Tne majority of the stratigraphic sections were 

measured aLong the western escarpments of the GuadaLupe 

and DeLaware Mountains, Current fLow data were obtained 

throughout the extent of the formation, 

GeoLogic Setting 

The DeLaware basin was one of severaL sedimentary 

basins v^ich occupied the trans-Pecos region during the 

Permian Period, The DeLaware basin deveLoped from a 

strongLy negative structuraL depression, the Tobosa sag, 

which formed in the continentaL sheLf during MediaL 

Crdovician time (Adams, L965) (Figure 3), In Late 

i<ississippian, a mediaL ridge in the Tobosa sag divided 

the depression into two parts (Adams, L965, p, 2L43). 



Figure I. Map of GuadaLupe and DeLaware Mountains, 
showing the generai area of this repori 
(After King, 1942) 



Figure 2, Outcrop map of the 3rushy Canyon Formation, 
The mvasured sections are indicated by numbers. 
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Figure 3, DeLaware and Tobosa basins. (After 
Adams, 1965). 



The area east of the ridge is now known as the :'idlanâ 

basin, the area west of the ridge as t.:e DeLaware basin 

(WiLLis, L929, p. L034) (Figure 4), 

Rapid subsidencc of the DeLaware basin during earLy 

PennsyLvanian timo resuLted in deep v/ater conditions 

which persisted through the PennsyLvanian Period, In the 

?ermian Period 'ilne Delaware b».sin was about 135 miles 

Long and 75 miLes wide (NeweLL et_ aL̂ , , L953), the axis 

of eiongation being northwest-southeast. The DeLaware 

basin was bounded on the east by the CentraL Basin pLat-

form, on the west by the DiabLo pLatform and the Bone 

Springs flexure (King, 1948, p. 31), and on the southwest 

by the Star Mountain arch (Adams, L965, p. 2144). 

Rapid subsidence of the Delaware basin occurred 

again in lAfolfcampian time foLLowed by a more graduaL sub-

sidence during the Leonardian intervaL (Adams, L965, p. 

2L46). The GuadaLupian and Ochoan epochs were character-

ized by regionai downwarping and at the cLose of the 

Permian the DeLaware basin was subjected to rotationaL 

tiLting toward the old Tobosa basin axis (Adams, 1965, 

p, 2L46). 

Summary of Stratigraphy 

Permian rocks exposed in the DeLaware basin record 

accumuLations during Leonardian, GuadaLupian, and Ochoan 

epochs, The stratigraphy of the Leonardian and 



'Figure 4, DepositionaL provinces of the Permian, 
trans-Pecos area, Texas and New Mexico, 
(After Adams and Frenzel, 1950) 
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GuadaLupian sequences is summarized in t;iis section 

(Figure 5), Tne Ochoan sequence is njt discussed be-

cause it is beyond the scope of this thesis. 

Leonarcian 

Bone Snrin^s Formation 

The foLLo\A7Íng description of the 3one Springs 

Formation is taken from King (L948, p. L3-L7). 

The Bone Springs Formation is the oLdest exposed 

formation in the GuadaLupe and DeLaware Mountains. The 

Bone Springs is subdivided into the Lowermost - 3one 

Springs Limestone, the middLe - Victorio Pealc Gray Member, 

and the uppermost - Cutoff Shaiy Member. Tnickness ranges 

from 2000-2500 feet on the basin margin to 3000-4000 feet 

in the deeper parts of the basin. 

The Bone Springs Limestone is dominateLy a bLack, 

cherty Limestone occurring in thin paraLLeL beds in the 

northern outcrop area (Brokeoff I'fountains) and in 

paraLLeL, Lumpy or unduLatory beds in the southern Six-

3ar Ranch area. Thin beds and Lenses of dark-gray Lime-

stone composed of detritaL fossiL ma'ccriaL occur sparseLy 

throughout the formation (KeweLL et_ aL. , L953, p. L9). 

Coarse bouLder beds outcrop in the Sierra DiabLo and the 

DeLaware Mountains, and Limestone sheLves bordered by 

reefs deveLoped on the CentraL Basin pLatform, Star 

i'lountain arch, and on the DiabLo arch (Adams, L965). 



SHE'_F MAR6IN EASIN 

• F i g u r e 5, TabLe of rock formations, Guadalupe 
Mountains and Delav/are basin (After 
Newell, et^al.., 1953). 
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Victorio Peak Grav '̂ember 

The Victorio Peak Gray Member consists of thrce 

distinct units, The lower part consists of 350 feet of 

gray-brown, fine-grained, doloraitic limestone in beds 

several feet thick. Many layers of thin-bedded hackly 

limestone, widely spaced large subspherical chert nodules, 

and beds of fragmcntal fossil remains occur in this 

lower division in Shumard Canyon and several Layers of 

Light-brown, fine-grained sandstone are intercalated in 

the basal portion in ShirttaiL Canyon. 

The middie unit contains thin bedded, Light-gray 

or white Limestone with much fine-grained, buff, caLc reous 

sandstone, which is exposed at onLy one Location (3:iirt-

taiL Canyon) in the GuadaLupe Mountains, In the Sierra 

Diablo i:ountains the Victorio Pealc Gray Member consists 

of three units which are lithoLogicaLLy the same as those 

in the GuadaLupe Mountains. 

The upper unit of the Victorio Peak is a Light-gray, 

thick-bedded, caLcitic Limestone with a thickness of 

L60 feet. 

The Victorio Gray Member is truncated by pre-Brushy 

Canyon erosion on the north and intergrades with biack 

Limestone (Bone Springs) to the south. 

Cutoff ShaLy Member 

The Cutoff ShaLy Member consists of black, platy 

shale, dark-gray, fine-grained, flaggy doLomitic 
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Limestone, and a few intercaLated sandstone beds. The 

Cutoff ShaLy Member attains a maximum thiclcnoss of 300 feet 

in the Cutoff Mountains (type section) but is lOO feet or 

less in the thesis area. The shales commonly contain 

large, spherical, cannon-baLL concretions of lip.estone, 

and in the Lower 25 feet r.re thin LenticuLar beds of con-

gLomerate composec of round bLack Limestone pebbLes in a 

caLcareous matrix. The top of the Cutoff ShaLy Member is 

drawn at the base of the Lowest prominent sandstone Ledge 

of the Brushy Canyon Formation, but this is not a definite 

boundary, as some simiLar sandstone :LS interbedded in the 

shaLes beLow, and shaLes and pLaty sandstone are inter-

bedded in the thicker sandstone above. 

GuadaLupian 

The Brushy Canyon, Cherry Canyon, and 3eLL Canyon 

formations constitute the GuadaLupian DeLaware l'ountain 

Group. Fine-grained sandstone is the major constituent 

with thin Limestone members occurring in the Cherry 

Canyon and BeLL Canyon Formations. 

Brushv Canyon Formation 

The Brushy Canyon contains coarse to fine sandstone 

units, varying in thickness from a few inches to more 

than 50 feet, and thin beds of fine-grained sandstone, 

siLtstone, and shaLe. The sandstone units vary from 50 

feet to more than 400 feet in width in northeast-
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southwest cross-sGctions. Tnese coarser sandstone units 

are fLanked by Larriinated beds of fine-grained sandstone 

and siLtstone. SimiLar fine-grained beds with occusionaL 

shaLe partings and thin shaLe beds occur above and beLow 

the thicker sanoGtone units, CongLomeratos composed of 

Limestone, sandstone, and cLaystone pebbLes in a sand-

stone matrix occur within the sandstone units. The 

LithoLogic sequences described above are persistent 

throughout the formation with exceptions occurring in the 

basaL part in the vicinity of Bone Canyon and in the 

DeLaware rountains. 

In Bone Canyon the basaL LOO feet of the 3rushy 
Canyon Formation consists ofcongLomerate, lime-
stone, and medium-grained, thin-to-thick bedded 
sandstone (King, 1948, p. 29). 

PLaty sandstones and papery, bLack, sandy shaLe containing 

thin beds of detritaL Limestone, phosphatic noduLes, and 

bLack Limestone concretions make up the basaL 50 to L50 

feet of the Brushy Canyon Formation in the DeLaware 

:̂ '.ountains (NeweLL, et̂  âl.» > 1953). 

Cherry Canvon Formation 

The foLLowing description of the Cherry Canyon For-

mation is paraphrased from ICing (L948, p. 32-37). 

The Cherry Canyon Formation consists of thiniy 

bedded, very fine-grained sandstone and Lenticular Lime-

stone members, Thick sandstone units simiLar to those in 

the underLying Brushy Canyon Forrnation occur in the 



Lower 200 feet of the formation in the vicinity of 

GuadaLupe Canyon, 

The Cherry Canyon Limestone members are named and 

are summarized in the foLLowing paragraphs; the unnamed 

sandstone members are sunimarized with the respective 

overLying Limostones, 

The Getav7ay Limestone Member 

The first significant Limestone sequence in the 

Cherry Canyon Formation is the Getaway Limestone Member, 

The Getaway Limestone Member ranges from a few feet to 

200 feet in thickness and consists LargeLy of fine-

textured biack or dark-gray Limestone weathering to mouse-

gray or ashen-gray, Bedding surfaces range from straight 

and smooth to noduLar, wavy, and hummocky. Interbedded 

with the dark, thin-bedded limestones are some lenses of 

light-gray, granuLar Limestone, in pLaces doLomitic, in 

massive beds 2 to LO feet thick which extend 25 tD LOO 

feet aLong the outcrop. Some of the beds contain smaLL, 

rounded Limestone pebbLes. Where the limestone beds of 

the member thin out, they are succeeded by platy, shaly 

sandstones which contain zones of limestone nodules. 

The Getaway Limestone Member and the top of the 

Brushy Canyon Formation are separated by a sandstone 

sequence ranging from lOO feet to 200 feet in thickness. 

This sequence varies from thinly bedded, fine-grained, 

buff sandstone with occasionaL thin Limestone beds, to 
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thick sandstone units which have the same configuration 

as those in the subjacent formation, 

South WeLIs Limestone M^mber 

The South Wells Limestone Member is less prominent 

and less continuous than the Getaway Member. SeveraL 

Limestone beds as much as 20 feet thick, interbedded with 

sandstone, characterize the member; however, the Limestone 

is often LocaLLy repLaced by massive sandstone, Noar 

South V/eLLs (in the southeast part of the area) the lime-

stones are gray, fine-graincd, non-doLomit::.c, and form 

beds a few inches to severaL feet thick, with sorr^e Lenses 

and thin beds of dense, black Limestone, .:orth of the 

South WeLLs area the South WeLLs Limestone Member, vâth 

beds up to LO feet thick, consists of buff, or drab, fine-

grained, doLomitic, arenaceous Limestone, Some beds con-

tain seams of fLat sandstone and Limestone pebbLes and in 

pLaces irreguLar segregations of brown chert, In Cherry 

Canyon 3 miLes east of the former FrijoLe Post Office, 

the Limestone beds are succeeded by the thick sandstone 

beds, 

The intervaL between the Getaway Limestone Member 

and the succeeding South WeLIs Limestone Member consists 

dominately of sandstone, but a number of thin limestone 

beds occur in the southérn part of the exposures, The 

South WelLs Limestone Member is 200 feet thick in the 

basin. 
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Manzanita Lî :Gstone I'omber 

The Manzanita ::ember is composed of 75 to L50 feet 

of dense, greenish-gray, earthy Limestone containing 

scattered detritai quartz grains, The beds ranr.o from a 

few inches to one foot in thickness^ and ara con\."onLy 

separated by partings and thin beds of soft, fine-grained, 

greenish sandstone, Near the D-Ranch Headquarters in 

Cherry Canyon the Manzanita Limestone Member is separated 

by a 50 foot bed of massive, fine-grained, greenish-gray 

sandstone, 

At various positions wit:iin the Manzanita Limcstone 

Member are beds of paie, appLe-green, siLiceous shaLes 

or chert, or waxy, green, bentonitic cLays -̂rfiich repre-

sent aitered voLcanic ash, The 50 to LOO foot pLaty 

brown to mostLy paLe buff or greonish sandstone beiow the 

Manzanita Limestone is fine-grained, thin to massive 

bedded, and commonLy weathers to form rounded Ledges. 

Above the Manzanita Liinestone Member is another sand-

stone sequence. This sandstone ranges in thickness from 

4 to 52 feet and varies from thiniy to massiveiy bedded, 

The coLor varies from buff, brown to greenish-buff, 

BeLL Canyon Formation 

The foLLowing description of the BeLL Canyon Forma-

tion is paraphrased from King (L948, p, 54-57), 

The BeLL Canyon Fcrmation Like the subjacent Cherry 

Canyon is composed of sandstone separated at intervaLs 
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by Limestone members, The BeLL Canyon is 670 to L040 

feet thick in the area studied. iiach of the Limestone 

members is underLain by 50 to L60 feet of very massive 

sandstone, and is overLain by 25 to L30 feet of fine-

grained pLaty sandstone. T:ie sandstones contain few or 

no intercalated caLcareous beds. 

Helf̂ er Limestone Member 

The HeLger Limestone Member, the basal part of the 

BelL Canyon Formation, consists of 30 to 40 feet of dark-

gray, fine-grained Limestone in beds a few inches to one 

foot thick interbedded with pLaty sandstone. Tao more 

granuLar Layers contain smaLL chert noduLes. ALong the 

southeastem edge of the GuadaLupo Moutains the Limestone 

is dark-gray, fine-grained, and noduLar. These Lime-

stones are L2 to 25 feet thick and are separated by sand 

or marl, In some areas (Nipple HiII) the Me^Ler Lime-

stone is absent, the first Limestone bcing the Pincry, 

Pinery Limestone Member 

In the southeastern part of the area the Pinery 

Limestone Member consists of 25 feet of thin-bedded, dark-

gray, fine-grained Limestone with a few granular, thicker 

beds and much interbedded platy sandstone, Along the 

margin of the basin the Pinery Member is 150 feet thick, 

consists of gray, fine-grained limestone in beds a few 

inches to a foot thick, and contains smalL noduLes and 

sheets of brown chert, many fusuLinids and a few crushed 
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brachipod sheLLs, Interbedded are Li^^hter-gray, quite 

granuLar, thick-bedded to massive limestone Layers 5 to 

LO feet thick, Farther northwost in ?ine Spring Canyon, 

the Pinery changes to a Lighter gray, the chert disappears, 

and tho sandstone is succeeded by Lirr.estona, 

Rader Limestone Member 

In the southeastern part of the area, the Rader 

Limestone Member, 30 to 40 feet above the Pinery, con-

sists of 15 feet of gray, granuLar limestone, with numerous 

rounded pebbles, fragments of bryozoans, corals, and 

fusulinids, and of interbedded, thinner, darker-gray 

limestone, In places the Rader contains beds of apple-

green, silicified volcanic ash ^̂ Thich are up to 2 feet in 

thickness, The original ash has been completely altered 

to secondary quartz and perhaps to kaolin, Near the 

basin margin the Rader is 30 to lOO feet thick and con-

sists of very massive, granuLar or dense, Light-gray or 

white Limestone, Some beds contain anguLar Limestone 

cobbLes and occasionai Lenses of sandstone, and dark-gray, 

sLabby Limestone, are found in depressions on the 

unduLatory upper surfaces of the massive beds, 

Lamar Limestone Member 

The Lamar Limestone Member consists of 15 to 30 feet 

of gray, dark-gray, or bLack, fine-grained Limestone, 

weathering brown and rough-surfaced, and forms beds a few 

inches thick, with some LenticuLar, thicker beds, Some 
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of the Lamar is thiniy Laminated and contains smaLL chert 

noduLes, and at one Location a few feet of piaty sandstone 

is interbedded in the middle, Co.mrpiOnly the limestones are 

contorted, bedding surfaces are undulatory, and some of 

the Less competent beds are tvTisted and roLLed into Lenses. 

Some of the bedding surfaces are fiuted and striated in a 

generai north-south direction, 

OverLying the Lamar Limestono Member and forming the 

top of the BeiL Canyon Forraation is a 20-foot sandstone 

sequence, The sandstone is very finc-grained, thiniy 

Laminated, and has fiat and smooth bedding surfaces. 



CHAPTER II 

PR;:VIOUS WORK 

Early reconnaissance surveys of the Delaware basin 

sediments were conducted by B, F, Shumard (L858), G. G, 

Shumard (L858), Tarr (L892), Richardson (L904, L908), 

Girty (L908), and Beede (L9L0, L923, L924), These earLy 

workers did not attempt to interpret the depositionai 

environments, 

NotabLe contributions concerning the depositionai 

environment and the depositionai processes of the DeLaware 

basin were pubLished during and after L929, Baker (L929a, 

p, L4L) postuLated that the basin of deposition of the 

southwestern Permian was formed in the main by Hercynian 

foLding and upLift, In a later article Baker (I929b, 

p, 1060) suggested that the Delaware Mountain sandstones 

and shales around Guadalupe Peak may be of marine deltaic 

origin. WiLLis (L929a, p. L08) stated that the DeLaware 

Mountain sandstone does not seem to be reiated to any of 

the other cLastic sediments of the eastern New Mexico and 

western Texas Permian. The DeLaware Mountain sandstone 

is exceedingly fine-grained and uniform in character 

throughout its whole extent. It carries marine fossiLs, 

L9 
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and extends onLy a short distance northwest of the 

GuadaLupian barrier. It probably had its source in the 

land masses between ZI Paso and the Marathon upLift, 

whereas the sediments of the basin on the north came from 

lands on the northwest^ north, and east. Later in the 

same year WiIIis (I929b, p. 1034) proposed that the basin 

adjoining the GuadaLupe Mountains on the south be caLLed 

the DeLaware Mountain basin. The term was never accepted 

in its entu.rety; however, a shortened version, DeLaware 

basin, is now used to designate the ancient basin. 

LLoyd (L929, p, 655) suggested that the gray Lime-

stone (Victorio Peak Gray Member) formed a reef during 

Late Leonardian and eariy GuadaLupian time. This proposaL 

was made to expLain the contrast between the hyper-saLine, 

evaporite deposits in the sheif area and the normal 

marine deposits of the basin. Lloyd stated that it is 

necessary to assume some kind of barrier between the two 

areas. Prout (Lloyd, L929, p, 656) proposed that the 

gray member of the Bone Springs series is not a reef. He 

indicated that the Victorio Peak Gray Member shows pro-

found channeLing, with DeLaware sand deposited in the 

channeLs with Limestone on either side of the sand and 

with no graduation. 

CrandaLL (L929, p. 93L0933) indicated that some of 

the Delaware Mountain sandstones show at the base that 

they were laid down on uneven, eroded surfaces, and there 
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are many other evi^ences of cut-and-fill, crosion, and 

abrupt northwest thinning of beds. Ncar the mouth of 

McKittrick Canyon, CrandalL found severaL ripple marks 

and what appeared to be sun cr.-w:cs. Tne cvxdence stated 

above convinced Crandall that the Dclaware basin .as a 

shalLow water feature throughout GuadaLupian time. 

BLanchard and Davis (L929, p, 954) proposed the names 

Bone Springs Limestone for the biack Limestone mGmber of 

Leonardian age, and Bone Springs arc:i for the foLd in the 

Bone Springs iimcstone, one half of which is exposed in 

Bone Canyon, The term Bone Springs arch has been modified 

to Bone Springs fiexure since the feature was later found 

to be a rronocLine, These authors credited the Bone Springs 

fiexure for controLLing sedimentation in the Yeso sea to 

the north and in the DeLaware basin to the southeast, 

Lang (L937, p, 873) indicat^d that at the beginning 

of Delaware î«tountain time the Delaware basin was deepened, 

In this basin the Deiaware >k:̂ untain sandstones were de-

posited. When the basin was about half full of sand, 

limestone was deposited which graded lateralLy into sands 

of the middie Deiaware MDuntain, ShaLLow water appears 

to have persisted throughout the Lifetime and the extent 

of the Permian Deiaware basin (Lang, L937, p, 882), 

Lang (L937, p, 882) cites rippLes, channeL scour, rill 

marks, crossbcds, and autoclastic breccias as evidence 

for shallow water. Lang noticed features v^ich he 
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interpretated as diastems and decided that because the 

water was sl̂ iallow and diastems reauire quiet water, wave 

base must have been shallow, and the atmosphcric condi-

tions must have been quiet, Lan,̂  c' 30 postulated that 

the climate during thoir period wao hot and arid, 

Adams £t al̂ , , (1939) subdivided the Permian system 

into Ochoa, Guadalupe, Leonard, and V/oIfcamp series. 

These subdivisions were widely accepted and are still in 

use, 

Ideas concerning the environment and mechéinics pro-

posed by King (1948) are presented in̂  the following 

paragraphs. 

At the beginning of Guadalupe time, a marked change 

in sedimentation took place in the Guadalupe Tbuntains 

region, The preceding deposits were deposited over the 

\7h0Ie area, whereas those of the Brushy Canyon Formation 

are restricted to the Delav/are basin, The preceding 

Leonardian deposits are limestones or very fine clastics, 

whereas the early Guadalupian (Brushy Canyon) deposits 

are dominantly sandstones, Tne preceding black Limestone 

deposits in the Delaware basin record quiet and perhaps 

deep water, whereas the succecdine Brushy Canyon Formation 

in the same area was Laid dovn in shaLLow agitated water, 

At the beginning of GuadaLupe time the DeLaware basin 

became an area of sliaLLow water, and the adjacent sheLf 

areas were emergent, but did not stand hifh. 

file:///7h0Ie
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£ach massive sandstone unit resto on a channeied 

surface which records a time of high current action, The 

channeLs contain rippLe marko, cross beds, and oriented 

fusuLinids, v^ich refiect depccit:'.on in aritated V7ater, 

VTÍthin reach of cffective wave action, Macoive beds are 

succeeded by thin-bedtíed, fineiy Laroinated, fine-grainod 

sandstone, which records sLower, quieter deposition, 

Toward the top of each cycLe are inccrcaLations of dark, 

s:iaLy sandstone, which suggests a reti.rn to stagnant 

bottom condi'Jions of the older black-Iimcstone deposition. 

£ach cycle is terminated by another episode of channeling 

and deposition of coarser sandstone. 

These rude cyclical units cannot be traced far along 

the outcrops, and are probably of local extent. Tney 

indicate fluctuation in conditions of sedimentation from 

agitated to quiet water but probably witho^it accompanying 

changes in depth. 

The ripple marks in the massive sandstones display 

the same northeastward trend as the Bone Spring flexure, 

v^ich formed the shore in early Guadalupe time. They evi-

dently record deposition by currents fiowing at right 

ar̂ L̂es to the shore. These currents might have been under-

tow currents, caused by the return aiong the bottom of 

water that had been piLed up on the shore by waves. Some 

of the rippLes appear to be osciLLation rippLes which 

reflect to-and-from osciLLation of water within waves. 
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>:ost of the marks in tlie .̂ rushy Canyon formation appear 

to have a symiT.etricaL crocs section, wliich indicates they 

are osciLIation rather tlnan current rippLe marks. 

The fucâ winid teírcs, VThicli are conrr.onLy oricnted in 

a northwestward dircction, perpendicuLar to the trend of 

the rippLes, were probabLy aLigned by the same osciLLation 

movoments of the watcr that produced the rippLes. 

The foLLowing is paraphrased from ICeweLL et_ a_l̂. , 

(L953) who studied the Permian Reef CompLex and the 

associated formations. 

The Cherry Canyon and BeLL Canyon formations are 

characterized by severaL persistent thin tongues of 

detrital Limestone which extend for severaL miLcs into 

the basin from the mar.'̂ inai reefs, but the Erushy Canyon 

Formation, which is confirxcd within the basin area, con-

sists almost entirely of quartz sandstone. 

In the Dcilaware basin area the maximum dimension of 

quartz sand grains rarely exceeds 0.50 mm and is commonly 

less than 0,10 mm, The sand is uniform, without recog-

nizable textural or mineraiogicaL gradients throughout a 

verticaL succession of thousands of feet, and suggests a 

comumon m.ode of sorting and a constant suppLy, Microscopic 

examinations reveai that quartz comprises more than 98 

percent of the sandstones, 

AnguLar sand grains with a mean diameter of about 

0,L0 rrjn and maximum observed diameter of 0,50 mm characterize 

much of the 3rushy Canyon formation. 
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The DeLâ v̂ are basin as a structural and topographic 

feature was established before Bone Spring time and pro-

bably had dcpths approaching several hundred feet during 

the uppor Leonardian epoch, Structural relationships and 

characteristics of the Brushy Canyon Formation indicate 

that the Delaware basin was fiLLed LeveL with sand by the 

Brushy Canyon time. The Brushy Canyon Formation and the 

lower part of the Cherry Canyon Formation contain small 

patch reefs, cut-and-fill structures, and ripple marked 

and crossbedded strata, suggesting shallow-water deposi-

tion for severaL miLes into the D Laware basin, Water 

depth in the basin at this time must have been Less than 

50 feet. The reefs of the lowcr Getaway Limestone pro-

bably reflect water depths of 10-20 foct. 

Banks of shell sand were formed around the margin of 

the Delaware basin in Lconardian c-:-.â early Cherry Canyon 

times. Like the shelf carbonate rocks, these are commonly 

dolomitized. Some small, completely dolomitized patch 

reefs in the 3rushy Canyon Formation occur on the flank 

of the Bone Spring flexure. Lenticular beds of dolomite 

composed of bioclastic debris occur near the base of the 

Brushy Canyon in the vicinity of Bone Canyon, and a small 

reef is exposed near the mouth of Brushy Canyon in the 

lower shaly unit of the formation. 

Most of the ripple marks in the Brushy Canyon are 

asymmetrical current r̂ p̂ples with the short steep face 
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directed toward the basin, p rocndicular to the Bone 

Spring flexure. Presumably they wcre formed by basinward 

flowing bottom currents. 

OsciIIation (̂ :ave) ripplc^ also occur in the basin 

sandstones and candy lim.^stonej. Examples were obseirved 

in Brushy Canyon cxposures along U. S. Highway 62 in 

Guadalupe Canyon and in t̂'.c upper part of the form.ation 

in the middle branch of Shumard Canyon. 

SmalL-scaLe crossbedding was observed at a few 

pLaces in the upper part of the Brushy Canyon Formation, 

in sandstones which were probabLy deposited in shaLLow 

water. 

HuLL (1957) presents an interpretation of the petro-

genesis of thc Delaware Mountain sandstones. The follow-

ing section is paraphrased from HuII (1957). 

The coarsest Delaware basin sandstoncs, medium-to-fine-

grained sandstones, are massive rocks in the Brushy Can-

yong Formation. At the too of the Brushy Canyon quartz 

grains are as large as 0.5 mm in diameter. Grain size in 

the Delaware Mountain sandstone is related to bedding, 

v^ether massive or Laminated, and to age. Massive units 

are coarser-grained than associated Laminated deposits, 

and Brushy Canyon sandstones are commonLy coarser-grained 

than the younger formations. 

The Brushy Canyon and basai Cherry Canyon Formations 

were deposited when there was no continuous reef zone to 
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deposited in the reiativeiy deep water of the DeLaware 

basin and were probabLy sorted by water, or possibLy by 

wind, during transport to the basin. Coarser sandstones 

in the Brushy Canyon Formation are true quartzose sand-

stones (more than 90 percent quartz). The fine sand 

cLasses generaLLy contain a high proportion of feldspar. 

Mbst of the sandstone is coarscr-grained and contains 

little feldspar. 

The dor."dnant heavy minerals are leucoxene, zircon, 

tourmaline, garnet, and rutiLe; minor amounts of anatase, 

brookite, titanite, and chLorite are present. Apatite 

was found in sampLes which were not treated with hydro-

chLoric acid. 

The Lamination of these basin rocks provides indirect 

evidence of source and transport, DetritaL grains 

settLed to the bottom after periodic transport by wind or 

by water currents at shallow depths, Slow turbidity cur-

rents may have deposited the Lŝ minae as Kuenen (195I, p. 82) 

has suggestcd for glacial varves. 

Massive sandstone beds in the Brushy Canyon Formation 

rest on channeled surfaces, and scour-and-fill structures 

are present throughout the Deiaware Moutain group. The 

turbidity currents w:iich caused this subm.arine erosion 

were important in distributing sand in the Delaware basin. 

The genetic difference between lariinated and massive 
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sandstone is interpreted as a difference in rate of de-

position, Rapid deoooition couI.c have caused massive 

deposits in one place v7:-.ile laminated sediment was 

accumulating slowiy in another part of the basin (p.304), 

Tlie stecp sides cf current mar:<:s face sout'ieast, 

away from the basin margin of the Guadalupe Î 'ountains 

(p. 298). Alignment of fusulinids is somievThat variable, 

but as shov?n by King (I94S, Figures 6, 8, 10, p, 33, 52, 

84), it is usually nort.iwest, perpcndicular to t:ie basin 

marg-:.n. 

Adams (I9ô5) presents a dctailed intcrpretation of 

the structural evolution of Delaware basin from Cambrian 

through Cretaceous, The following was paraphrased from 

Adcims (1965) concerning the Upper Permian rock^ of the 

Delaware basin, 

Guadalupian roclcs around the margins of the Delaware 

basin consist of reef-bordered carbonate shelves, 

Evaporite deposits developed behind most of these reef 

rims, The crest of these marginal reefs rose 1,500 -

2,000 feet or rrore above the floor of the Delaware basin, 

FrontaL taLus sLopes dipped seaward at angies up to 30*̂ , 

Deposits within the Deiaware basin are Largcly sandstone 

and siLtstone vTÍth minor amounts of shale, bentonite, 

and marginal limestone wedges, The clastics forming these ba* 

sin deposits were rolled or blown across the lat^oons, They 
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flowed throur;h surge channels in the reefs to form steep 

cones on the subaqueous talus slooes below the reef rim, 

The thickness and height of the loosely packed, water-

saturated cones increased until the stability was exceeded, 

The fine-grained clastics then * cwooshed' down the slopes 

and spread across the basin floor as turbidity fiows. 



CHAPTER III 

METHODS OF STUDY 

Field F'hase 

Stratigraphic relationships within the Brushy Canyon 

Formation and of the 3rushy Canyon Formation with the 

subjacent Bone Springs and superjacent Cherry Canyon 

Formations were interpreted in the field, Sections were 

measured and described at selected LocaLities, Direc-

tionai data were obtained by determining the orientation 

of various sedimentary structures which have directionai 

significance, Samples for textural, mineralogical, and 

paLeontoLogical analyses were coILected, Numerous photo-

graphs were taken to iLLustrate stratigraphic reiation-

ships and sedimentary structures, 

Stratigraphic sections were measured at seLected 

intervaLs aLong the outcrop area to detect changes in 

character of the formation, Stratigraphic reiationships, 

and the succession of Lithologies, fossils, and sedimen-

tary structures were recorded at each locality, Numerous 

exposures between and around measured section LocaLities 

were examined in detail and sampLed, 

DirectionaL data were obtained by determining the 

orientation of Large and smaLL scaLe current rippLe 

30 
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crossbedded structures and channeLs, In arroyo or canyon 

floors bedding surface views (i.e., top views) of current 

rippLe structures are commonLy dispLayed. In such expo-

sures the axial orientation may be directly determined 

VTÍth a Brunton compass. Commonly, axial orientation 

must be inferred from transverse and obLique erosionaL 

sLices, 

ChanneL exposures appear: (a) LenticuLar in trans-

verse views, (b) pod-shaped in obLique views, and (c) 

eveniy bedded in LongitudinaL views. In any exposure the 

inferred axial orientation of a channeL can usuaLLy be 

compared with the orientation of current rippLe cross-

bedded units occurring within the channeL. 

At each measured section LocaLity five measurements 

were taken (váienever possibLe) from each Layer or inter-

vaL which dispLayed directionai features. Each Layer or 

intervai was traced lateraLLy to record Lateral variation. 

Thus LateraL and vertical variation in current flow 

direction couLd be evaLuated at each section, 

Laboratory Procedure 

Grain Size AnaLysis 

Each sampLe for grain size anaiysis was reduced to 

smaLLer particLes in a jaw crusher. These particies ranged 

from a fine powder to a very coarse sand. The particles 

were then imnersed in dilute hydrochloric acid for a period 

of rwo days. 
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The dry sampLe was then sieved in a Ro-Tap machine 

for L5 minutes. OriginaLLy, 10y 30, 60, L20, and 230 mesh 

sieves were used, It was found that the grains retained 

on the 30 mesh screen were mainly aggre^ates of grains; 

therefore, this size was not computed in the size analysis. 

The sampLes were examined before crushing and few grains 

as coarse as 30 mesh (0.5 mm.) were found. Therefore, by 

not using 30 mesh or coarser fractions, which were pre-

dominantly aggregates, very LittLe error was introduced. 



CHAPTER IV 

STRATIGRAPHIC RSLATIONS 

The Brushy Canyon Formation consists of thick, 

massive, and large scaLe crossbedded sandstones v̂ hich 

fiiL channeLs, and thinLy bedded, dominantly laminated 

sequences which flank the channels. 

The channel deposits are closely spaced laterally 

and vertically (Figures 6, 7, 8). In all exposures 

observed long axes of the channeL sands are oriented 

approximately at right angies to the margin of the 

DeLaware basin which, in the outcrop area, is approxi-

mateiy northeast-southwest, ChanneL orientation was 

determined both from visuaL observation of the channeL 

shape and from orientation of current rippLe structures 

within the channeL deposit. The character of the 

channeL incisions changed from narrow and deep outLines 

near the pLatform margin to broad and fiat outlines 

farther out in the basin. 

Laminated sandstone and siLtstone sequences occur 

both within the channeL sands and as units bordering the 

channeLs (Figures 9 and LO), Within the channeLs thinner 

Laminated intervaLs separate thicker massive or cross-

bedded Layers (Figures iL and L2), The other Laminated 

33 
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Figure 6, A view of the western escarpment of the 
Deiaware Mountains iLLustrating the cLose 
LateraL and verticaL spacing of the Brushy 
Canyon channel deposits. 

Figure 7. Another view of the western escarpment of 
the Delaware Mountains iiLustrating the cLose 
LateraL and verticaL spacing of the Brushy 
Canyon channeL deposits. 

Figure 8, ChanneL deposit in the Brushy Canyon Formation. 
The deposit thins to the right where it is 
succeeded by overbank deposits. 
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Figure 9, Transverse view of channeL deposits which is 
succeeded LateraLLy by Laminated overbank 
deposit, Note the three distinct units of 
overbank Laminations, each recordsone sub-
aqueous bottom fiow. 

Figure 10. Closer view of figure 9, 
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Figure II. ChanneL deposit showing massive and current 
rippled units separated by thin Líiminated units. 

Figure 12. Current rippLed and massive Layers aLternating 
with laminated units in an overbank sequence. 
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Figure L3. Laminated, contorted, and current rippied 
overbank deposits v̂ iich are overlaid by a 
large channeL, 

Figure 14. Cioser view of figure L3, note the small scale 
cuspate ripple foresets and the minute laminae. 
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Figure 15. Overbank deposits of the channeL shovm in 
figure 9, A closer view of the ripples which 
appear in the center of the photograph is 
shown in figure 14. 

í'igure 16. The Cherry Canyon-Brushy Canyon contact as 
viewed on the Chico Ranch (central Delaware 
Mountains), At this iocation the Brushy Can-
yon Formation consists of Lighter coLored 
material and thicker channel deposits than 
the superjacent Cherry Canyon Formation, 
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sequences represent sediment which spilled over the 

channel margin while the main flow was in progress and 

accumulated as overbank deposits (Figures II, L2, L3, and 

L4), Frequently small current ripple marks are observed 

in these overbank deposits, indicating that significant 

amounts of sediment are deposited outside the channeis 

by currents (Figures L3 and 14), 

The sand grains v^ich constitute the Brushy Canyon 

deposits are well sorted according to HuII (L957) and 

NeweLl, eit al. (L953), Data coLlected in this study 

support this concLusion, Massive and crossbedded sands 

are coarser-grained than the Laminated intervals, This 

decrease in grain size is abrupt, changing from medium-

fine channel sand to fine-very fine Laminated sand and 

siLt at the contact between massive crossbedded and 

Laminated units in the case of channeL deposits, SampLes 

1-2 to 1-7 (Figure 43) iLLustrate this abrupt change in 

grain size between channel and overbank deposits, 

The subjacent Bone Springs Formation does not con-

tain well-defined channels and ripple-crossbedded units 

and consiBts of limestone, thus it is not surprising that 

previous workers invoked a change in water depth to 

explain the differences, At some locations 4 to 20 foot 

sequences of bedded limestone are highly folded while the 

layers above and below these zones are undisturbed. 
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A transition from the Bone Springs Limestone to the 

Brushy Cemyon sandstone is observed in the lowermost 

Brushy Canyon Formation deposits. These deposits are 

composed of both limestone beds and massive or current 

rippled channel sands with the associated laminated 

intervals. 

In the exposures of the western Guadalupe and northem 

Delaware f̂ountains the lower portion of the superjacent 

Cherry Canyon Formation closely resembles the Brushy Canyon 

Formation. In the exposures indicated above a well de-

fined contact separating the two formations could not be 

established. The contacts defined by King (1942) are unsat-

isfactory because they cannot be placed by any distinct 

change in lithology, sedimentary features, or color. 3e-

cause the Brushy Canyon fauna is similar to that of the 

Cherry Canyon, paleontologic distinction is tenuous. 

The Brushy Canyon-Cherry Canyon contact in the 

central Delaware MDuntains is sharp and can be seen clearly 

even from a distance (Figure 16). he Brushy Canyon For-

mation at this locality is buff colored, fine-to medium-

grained, and has numerous thick channel sands, while the 

Cherry Canyon Formation is gray, fine-to very fine-grained 

and thinly bedded. Thin, siliceous, and pod-shaped 

channel sands occur in this portion of the Cherry Canyon 

Formation; however, they do not compare in size with the 

larger channel sands of the subjacent formation. 
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The measured sections indicate the discontinuous 

nature of the beds in the Brushy Canyon Formation 

(Appendix). The writer believes it would be difficult, 

if not impossible, to correlate rock units from section 

to section, evon though previous writers have indicated 

such correlations. 



CHAPTER V 

SEDIMENTARY FEATURES 

Current Ripple Marks 

Small scale current ripple marks vary in height from 

1/4 to 4 inches. Cuspate or barchanoid, linear crested, 

and climbing current ripples are the most common types 

included in this category. All the above types have been 

observed in the Brushy Canyon Formation. 

Cuspate ripples when observed on a bedding surface 

may appear as discrete barchanoid structures or more 

commonly as a sinuous ridge with pronounced concavities 

and minor convexities. In both cases the open end or 

cusp indicates the dovm current direction (Figures 17, 

18). The frontal slopes of the ripples are steeper in the 

down current direction. 

Linear crested current ripples when observed on a 

bedding surface appear as rows of miniature cuestas. 

Down current direction can be determined from the steeper 

frontal slop. 

Climbing ripples migrate up the back slope of sub-

jacent ripples so that the foresets appear to •climb* in 

a down current direction (Figures 19, 20). 

42 
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Figure 17. Bedding surface view of small scale cuspate 
current ripples, The Brunton compass indi-
cates the direction of current flow. 

Figure 18. Bedding surface views of cuspate ripple 
marks which have joined to form sinuous 
ridges. The Brunton compass indicates the 
down current direction. 
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Figure 19. Longitudinal view of small scale climbing 
ripples. The indicated current direction 
is from left to right. 

Figure 20. Oblique rear view of small scale climbing 
ripples, The Brunton compass indicates 
the down current direction. 
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In Brushy Canyon exposures large scale current ripple 

marks range in height from 6 inches to 2 feet (Figure 21), 

The writer has observed large scale current ripples 5 to 6 

feet in height in some west Texas Triassic alluvial de-

posits. The large cuspate ripple form is identical to the 

small scale cuspate ripple. Numerous examples of large 

climbing ripples were also noted (Figures 21, 22), 

The migration of each type of current ripple results 

in the production of small and large scale foreset cross-

bedding conforming to the linear or arcuate frontal slopes. 

Massive Bedding 

Massive bedding is a term which is applied to relatively 

thick sandstone beds in which no sedimentary structures 

can be distinguished. This may mean primary features have 

not been secondarily developed or etched by weathering 

processes. Massive in this sense does not necessarily 

imply lack of intemal structure, but merely an inability 

to determine whether features are present. The massive beds 

in the Brushy Canyon Formation are generally found at the 

base of scour and fill structures and are overlain by large 

ripple crossbedded units. 
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Figure 21. Longitudinal view of large scale cuspate 
current ripples, The dovm current direction 
is from right to left. 

Figure 22. Oblique rear fiew of large scale climbing 
ripples, The most distinct ripples are lo-
cated in the left central portion of the 
photograph. 
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Parallel Plane Laminated Bedding 

Parallel plane laminated bedding occurs in sandstone 

layers within channels and in finer grained overbank 

deposits (Figures 10, II, 12). Within the channel sand-

stone, laminated beds generally appear directly above 

large rippled or massive beds, and commonly alternate with 

small ripple crossbedded and massive units. Parallel 

plane laminae are commonly produced in sandstone and silt-

stones by smooth phase tractional transport (Gilbert, 1914; 

Sanders, 1963; Simons, Richardson and Albertson, I96I; and 

others). Horizontal lamination may also result from 

accumulation by suspension settling. Wave swash and back-

wash produce lamination in beach deposits. 

Overbank deposits are dominately laminated wLth an 

occasional rippled bed included in a sequence of several 

feet (Figure 14). Evidently currents operating in this 

realm were sufficient to produce low velocity smooth phase 

tractional transport deposits (i.e., laminated units) but 

on occasions were mDving with sufficient velocity to 

produce the rlpple phase. 

Aligned Fusulinids 

Some beds within the Brushy Canyon Formation contain 

abundant accumulations of fusulinid shells (Figure 24). 

Close examination reveals that a majority of tests are 

orientated. A comparison of direction of fusuline 
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Figure 23. Oblique rear (nearly a bedding surface view) 
view of a large æale climbing ripple, The 
indicated current direction is toward the 
upper right comer of the photograph. 

J'igure 24. Aligned fusulinids, Note the distinct orien-
tation of the fossil tests in this bedding sur-
face view. The pen points in a SE direction. 
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orientation vd.th current ripple marks show a common 

direction. The fusulinids were evidently deposited by 

the same mechanism as the sand and were aligned in the 

most current stable position (i,e,, parallel to the cur-

rent flow). Downcurrent alignment seems to be restricted 

to laminated intervals. In current rippled units long 

axes are commonly oriented parallel to ripple troughs. 

Graded Bedding 

Graded beds were not apparent in the Brushy Canyon 

Formation, The general lack of silt and clay size 

particles and the well-sorted character of the sands 

eliminates the possibility of having graded sequences, 

HuII (1957, p. 300) indicated that graded bedding, com-

monly found in turbidity current deposits, is not evident 

in Delaware sandstone units. 

Convolute Lamination 

Convolute laminae which are intercalated between 

undeformed units are commonly attributed to syndepositional 

deformation of current rlpples or parallel planelaminae 

(Figure 25,26), Sanders (1963) and Dzulynski and Smith 

(1963) express the opinion that such convolute laminae 

represent a response of hydroplastic, cohesive sediment 

to the shearing stress of a depositing current. 

XEXAS TECHNOLOGICAL CULLtiál. 
LUB30CK, TEXAS 
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Figure 25. Convolute laminations víhich were observed in 
the lower portion of the Brushy Canyon Formation, 

.«..rxí> 

* • : • . • * 

Figure 26. Convolute laminations of fine-grained sand* 
stone found in the lower portion of the 
Brushy Canyon Formation, 
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Contorted laminae may also reflect slow post-depo-

sitional creep, even on slopes of one degree or less 

(Dott, 1963). 

Sole Marks 

Sole mark is a general term encompassing a variety 

of primary sedimentary features preserved on bedding sur-

faces. Load pockets and Load waves (flame structures), 

prod marks, flute casts, skip-and-bounce casts, and groove 

casts are a few of these features. 

Load pockets and load waves (Sullwold, 1959) are 

commonly observed in channel deposits of the Brushy 

Canyon Formation (Figure 27). 

Load pocket is applied to the pocket of 
sand that, because of uneven loading of sand 
during deposition upon a plastic substratum, 
sags into the substratum vrtiich is generally 
forced upward as a load wave (>fcBride, 1962, 
p. 59). 

The load waves consist of flame-like extensions of 

fine-grained substrat\am which have penetrated the over-

lying sandstone. The sand filled depression between two 

consecutive load waves is a load pocket. 

Groove casts were observed at only one location in 

the Brushy Canyon Formation (Figure 28). This bedding 

surface is probably formed by gouging of a pre-existing 

cohesive sediment layer by current transported debris. 

The depression formed is filled with sediment, generally 
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Figure 27. Load waves and load pockets which are formed 
on the bottom surface of a thick massive 
sandstone bed. 

Eigure 28. Groove casts formed on the bottom surface of 
one sandstone bed and on the bedding surface 
of the subjacent sandstone bed. 



sand, forming a cast. This feature is commonly observed 

on bottom of sand beds which have been exposed due to 

the more rapid erosion of the underlying silt or shale 

layers. 

Bottom views of Brushy Canyon sandstone units are 

rarely exposed because: (l) the layers are relatively 

undeformed, or (2) the sandy intervals are not commonly 

separated by thick shaly intervals \^ich might subse-

quently become selectively cut back by erosion. There-

fore, features such as groove casts, flute casts and 

other sole markings, which might be abundantly present, 

cannot be observed. 

PuII-Over Structures 

Pull-over structures are formed v^en a current rips 

up a previously deposited cohesive layer and pulls it 

over in the down-current direction. The resultant struc-

ture resembles a recumbant fold the open end of which 

points dov^n-current (Figure 29). The pull-over structures 

of the Brushy Canyon Formation are restricted to the 

channel deposits. 
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Figure 29. PuII-over structure, This illustration 
reveals that the laminated layers were 
ripped up and partially folded as a current 
moved across the coehesive sediment. 



CHAPTER VI 

GENETIC SEQUENCES 

The various sedimentary features in the Brushy Canyon 

deposits fit into definite pattems or genetic sequences 

which form a depositional or flow unit (produced by a 

subaqueous bottom flow). 

Thick genetic sequences (3 feet or greater) are con-

fined to channel deposits. These sequences are major 

flow units (Jacka, personal communication) and consist 

predominantly of massive and large ripple crossbedded 

units, Ordinarily a channel deposit will consist of a 

number of truncated major f low units. Thin f low units 

(3 feet or less), consisting predominantly of laminated 

and small ripple crossbedded units, occur both in channels 

and in overbank deposits. These sequences are minor flow 

units (Jacka, personal communication). The thickness of 

major and minor f low units is evidently govemed by 

volume of sediment constituting the flow. 

Májor Flow Uhits 

Major flow units, restricted to subsea channels, 

display the following sequence of primary structures. 

55 
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(a) Massive interval. The basal part commonly contains 

pebbles and fossil skeletal debris resting on a scoured sur-

face, No intemal structures are discernible, 

(b) Large scale crossbedded interval. This interval 

records migration of large scale cuspate and climbing 

ripple deposits, height of individual crossbeds recording 

height of the contributing ripple, An upward decrease in 

height of the crossbeds is generally observed, This in-

terval is usually as thick or thicker than the massive zone, 

(c) Parallel planelaminated interval. This interval 

is commonly thinner than either of the two preceding inter-

vals. Occasionally the laminae are not distinctly re-

vealed by etching, 

(d) Small scale crossbedded interval, This interval 

is a duplication in miniature of the large scale cross-

bedded interval. Directional data from zones b and d 

seldom deviate more than five degrees, 

(e) Parallel plarB laminated interval. This second 

laminated interval marks the upper extent of the major 

flow unit. Laminations are generally thinner and grain 

size generally less than that of the subjacent laminated 

interval. 

Only rarely is a "complete" sequence observed. The 

channel fills consist mostly of truncated flow units in 

v^ich massive, large ripple crossbedded, and laminated 

intervals predominate. 
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FJ.gure 30. 'Three channel cut-and-fill structures which 
possibly record lateral migration of sub-
sequent channels. 

Eigure 31. Closer view of two of the ancient subsea 
channels which were shown in Figure 30, 
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Figure 32. Detailed view of the scour surface of a 
channel incision, Note the truncated beds 
of the previous channel deposits. 

Figure 33. Major flow units in a large channel deposit 
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Figure 34. Longitudinal (axial) view of major flow 
units (thick beds) in a large subsea channel, 
The channel is underlain by minor flow units 
(overbank deposits). 

Figure 35. Transverse view of thick sandstone beds of a 
large subsea channel deposit, The beds 
appear massive from a distance; however, large 
current ripples were found upon closer obser-
vation as illustrated in figures 22 and 23. 
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Minor FIow Units 

Overbank deposits consist exclusively of minor flow 

units. Small scale current ripple crossbeds altemate with 

massive and parallel plane laminated beds. Crossbedded 

sequences range in thickness from 1/2 to 3 inches; the lami-

nated sequences range from 1/2 inch to 1 foot in thickness. 

Minor flow units are sp£ursely present on proximal 

channel deposits but increase in frequency basinward and 

dominate distal channel deposits. MLnor flow units should 

also be deposited beyond the basinward limit of a channel 

as a distal fringe (Jacka, personal communication, 1966), 

Minor flow units are significant in that they record 

current direction adjacent to the channel and indicate 

magnitude of current velocity attenuation outside the 

channel. 

The upward sequence of large ripple crossbedded, lower 

laminated, small ripple crossbedded, and upper laminated 

intervals has been experimentally duplicated in laboratory 

flume experiments. This records the following sequence of 

bed forms (i.e., phases of tractional transport) which re-

flects progressive decrease in current velocity and sediment 

volume: (1) dune phase, (2) high velocity smooth phase, (3) 

small ripple phase, (4) low velocity smooth phase (Gilbert, 

I9l4; Simons, Richardson and Albertson, 1961; Fahnestock and 

Haushild, 1962; ^QLddleton, 1965; and others). 
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Bouma (1962) noted, during his investigation of ancient 

turbidite deposits in Alpine •'flysch" basins, that definite 

sequences of layers were commonly developed by turbidity 

currents, This enabled Bouma to classify the deposits by 

a simple visual method, The following paragraphs are 

paraphrased from Bouma (1962), 

A restricted number of sedimentary structures is 

characteristic of nearly all layers, and there is a fixed, 

characteristic succession of sedimentary structures, 

Layers showing complete succession of these structures can 

be divided into five intervals, each distinguished by the 

predominance of one sedimentary structure, Transitions 

between the intervals can be abrupt, gradual, or indistinct, 

The five intervals of the complete sequence are 

shown from the bottom (a) to the top (e) (Figure 36 - this 

report), 

(a) Graded interval, The lower part of the layer 

consists of sand, and shows a more or less distinct graded 

bedding, Grading may be indistinct or absent if the 

material is well sorted, The texture of this interval is 

sandy, although gravel and pebbles may be found, No 

characteristic features are found in this interval. 

(b) Lower interval of parallel lamination, In this 

interval a coarse parallel lamination predominates. The 

contact between thegraded interval and the lower inter-

val of parallel lamination is commonly gradual. 
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SEQUENCES OF SEDIMENTARY GTRUCTURF.S FOUND 
IN ALPINE TURDIDITES BY BOUMA (I962) 

• • " . ; • ' ' . : • • ; . • • . • . • ' . • ; . ' 

. • • , ' ' • • • . * • • • • • \ ' - ' • ' 

Q 

G pclltlc Incerval 

d upper Interval of parallel lamlnation 

c Interval of currcnt ripple lamination 

b lover interval o£ parallel lamination 

a graded interval 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . 1 

• ••• •• • • • •••••• ,1 

â-Tb.e 

Complete Sequence Tĵ -T̂ .g 

e 

TU-^d-e 5 « 

^igure 36. The genetic sequences of primary structures 
described by Bouma (1962) from Alpine turbi-
dites are shown above. 
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(c) Interval of current ripple lamination, This 

interval consists of current ripples, which are usually 

less than 5 cm, high and no longer than 20 cm, This 

interval is characterized by distinct foreset lamination. 

Convolute lamination is commonly found in this interval, 

In one case megacurrent ripple lamination was found in 

this interval, 

(d) Upper interval of pa-allel lamination, Parallel 

lamination is characteristic, but v^ether or not it is 

distinctly manifest depends on the weathering characteris-

tics, The material consists of very fine sandy-to silty 

shale (pelite), Commonly an upward decrease in sand con-

tent is evident. The contact between the ripple interval 

and the upper interval of parallel lamination interval is 

usually distinct, 

(e) Pelitic interval. The upper interval of the 

sequence shows no visible sedimentary structures, An 

upward decrease in grain size and sand content may be 

found. Commonly sharp upward increase in the lime content 

is found. Foraminifera may be found in this pelitic 

interval, and their number commonly increases with increase 

in lime content and decrease in grain size, The contact 

between the upper two intervals usually is gradual, 

The initial deposit of a large turbidity current 

contains all the components belonging to the complete 

sequence type Ta-e. Coarseness of material and velocity 
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decrease in the current direction, Thickness of the 

graded interval decreases in a downstream direction and 

at a certain position the velocity is so low that parallel 

lamination starts at the bottom and the sequence type 

Tb-e is formed, Sizes of particles deposited at the bot-

tom of a layer decrease in the cur^ent direction, The 

process of decreasing velocity and particle size continues 

during deposition away from the starting point, Thus the 

sequence types Ta-e, Tb-e, Tc-e, Td-e, and Te will be 

formed successively in the do\^stream direction, In a 

transverse section of the current decrease in velocity 

and grain size also occur, and thus the same succession 

of the sequence types may be found. 

IXiring sedimentation of the turbidity current it 

loses coarse material present in the nose, and the thick-

ness and the density of the current decrease, As a result 

the new formed layer shows a decrease in grain size at its 

base in the down-current and transverse (laterai) direc-

tions and the thickness of the new iayer decreases in the 

same directions, Each deposit has thus an elliptical or 

tongue-shaped form in plan, with the longest axis in the 

current direction and a convex upper bedding plane in 

section, 

The sequences described by Bouma (1962) display 

variations from those observed in deposits of the Brushy 

Canyon Formation. The Brushy Canyon sandstones display a 
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distinct relationship of channel and overbank deposition, 

similar to channel and overbank sequences of the Califomia 

deep sea basins, The coarser material (sand, pebbles, and 

invertebrate skeletal remains) is confined to channels, 

whereas finer material (fine sand, silt, and some clay) 

is distributed both in channels and in the area adjoining 

the channels, Bouma (1962) did not distinguish channel 

or overbank deposits, Proximal channel deposits of the 

Brushy Canyon Formation contain thick, large scale ripple 

crossbedded intervals, and the overbank deposits contain 

only small scale ripple crossbedded intervals, Bouma 

(1962) observed only small scale ripple crossbedding, 

Graded bedding and the large amount of shaly material re-

ported by Bouma (1962) differs markedly from the near 

absence of clay size particles and graded bedding in the 

Brushy Cainyon deposits, 

Variations previously cited suggest the Brushy 

Canyon deposits and those described by Bouma (1962) pro-

bably resulted from different depositional mechanics, 

The former may have been the result of turbidity currents, 

the latter the result of sand f low. 

All sequences distinguished by Bouma (1962) are 

classified as minor flow units in the Brushy Canyon, In 

the Brushy Canyon it is not always possible to determine 

the bottom and top of individual flow units, It is pos-

sible that the sequence studied by Bouma (1962) represents 
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a distal rather than a proximal fan such as the Brushy 

Canyon Formation, 

The contrast between Brushy Canyon deposits and 

"flysch" sequences may reflect previous accumulation of 

different types of sediment in the respective canyon heads 

prior to deposition on basin floors, The Brushy Canyon 

might reflect delivery of well-sorted sand and silt to 

canyon heads by tidal and/or longshore currents, vrtiile 

"flysch" sequences reflect deposition of a poorly sorted 

mixture of sand and mud in the canyon heads by large 

rivers (Jacka, personal commxinication). 



CHAPTER VII 

TEXTURAL DATA 

Deposits in the Brushy Canyon Formation record 

relationships similar to those observed in the deep 

basins off the Califomia coast, Both are characterized 

by coarser clastic accumulations in channels and finer-

grained, laminated overbank deposits, Cumulative cuirves 

and a histogram representing grain size analysis are 

illustrated in Figures 39-44. 

Data collected from the Brushy Canyon compares 

closely with data from recent subsea aprons compiled by 

Gorsline and Emery (1959, p, 284) and Hand and Emery 

(1964, p, 531) (Figures 37, 38, this report), Similarity 

of the data constitutes circumstantial evidence that the 

depositional mechanisms recorded in the ancient Delaware 

basin are very similar to those presently operating in 

the Califomia basins. 

The median grain size of 49 Brushy Canyon channel 

sample analyses is 0.144 mm. The Trask sorting coefficient 

ranged from 1.5 to 2.08 (1,4 to 2,8 in the Califomia 

basin, Hand and Emery, 1964). Figure 43 illustrates the 
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change in grain size of channel-overbank deposits taken 

from one channel-overbank sequence, The horizontal dis-

tance represented by this change is 5 feet, 

The histogram (Figure 44) illustrates grain size 

variation with distance from the platform margin. Channel 

1 is located near the basin margin; channel 2 is 5 miles 

farther basinward than channel I; channel 3 is approxi-

mately 16 miles SE (basinward) from channel 1, 
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Figure 37. Ciimulative Grain-Size Curves of SediTcr.t. 
I, Lowcr portion of grad̂ f: sanrî Inycir (Suu 
Pedro Basin), 2, Ncarshor.3 shelf sand, 
3, Middle portion of a gradod sand laycr (San 
Pcdro B.isin), 4, Silt laycr including all 
parts of the layer, 5. 3andy clay siit from 
tho fan periphcry, 6. Green mud (clayey silt) 
from the floor of San Podro Basin, 7, Grecn 
mud (clayoy silt) from the dcepost area of 
the floor of Santa K£>nica Basin, (After 
Gorsline and Emory, 1959), 
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Figure 38. Cumulative Grain-Size Curves of Sodiment. 
Curves 1-3: Base, middle, and top of sand 
layer near the head of Ncwport Canyon; Curves 
4-8; 

.001 

Samples taken from successively higher 
positionc in a sand layor near the mouth of 
Newport Canyon; Cuzrves 9-10: Memipelagic sedi-
ment (green mud). (After Hand and Emory, 
1964). 
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Figxire 39, Cumulative Curve based on the Average Grain 
Size of 3 Channel FiIIs of the Bmshy Canyon 
Formation. A total of 49 samples were 
analyzed from the channels. 
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Frgure 40. Cumulative curves of r e p r e s e n t a t i v e samples 
from channel 1. The samples were numbered 
8 through 21 , bottom-to-top of the channel, 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
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Figure 41. Cumulative curves of representative samples 
from channel 2. The samples were numbered 
1 through 17, bottom-to-top of the channel, 
respectively. 
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Figure 42« Cumulative curves of representative samples 
from channel 3, The samples were numbered 
1 through 23, bottom-to-top of the channel, 
respectively. 
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Figure 43. Cumulative curves representing grain size 
decrease from channel to overbank deposits. 
Samples 2 and 3 were taken from the over-
bank sediment; samples 5-7 were taken frora 
the channel sediment (channel l). 
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Figure 44. Histogram indicating size distribution of 
sand grains in 3 Birushy Canyon channels, The 
average grain size decreases basinward (i.e., 
in a southeasterly direction). 
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CHAPTER VIII 

DIRECTIONAL FEATURE.3 AND 
CURRENT FLOW PATTERN 

Directional data were obtained from current ripple 

structures exposed in outcrops of the Brushy Canyon For-

mation. The directional measurements were obtained 

mainly from small and large scale cuspate ripple deposits. 

Bedding surface and various oblique views of these 

structures were used to obtain paleo-current directions, 

Direct measurements were obtained from bedding surface 

and axial erosional views of ripple structures; the 

orientation of oblique views was inferred. Directional 

data were also obtained from linear crested (Figure 18) 

and climbing (Figure 19) current ripples, 

Several individual channel fills were examined to 

determine current variation, The beds were traced later-

ally along the total extent of the exposure, Directional 

data were obtained from each rippled bed, Lateral and 

vertical variation within the individual channel deposits 

were negligible, 

The current directions of overbank deposits were 

also examined, Directional data obtained from overbank 
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deposits seldom varied more than 20 degrees from that of 

adjacent channels. This variation is expected because 

overbank currents were not confined by channel walls, 

In several cases variations up to 60 degrees were 

noted, The overbank deposits which displayed these 

greater variations were not definiteiy connected to 

channels in the immediate vicinity of the exposure, but 

may represent overflow from a more distant channel which 

had a different orientation, 

The directional data collected at various exposures 

along the 40-50 mile outcrop area of the Brushy Canyon 

Formation record a remarkably uniform direction of cur-

rent flow (Figure 45), Of the 1198 measurements, 86,9 

percent are within the southeast quadrant, and 76,2 per-

cent are between S 20-80°E, 

The data from the SW and NE quadrants (12,6%) are 

attributed to unconfined overbank flow across the subsea 

apron. The data from the NW quadrant (0,5%) could have 

resulted from current action as the current flowed 

around topographic highs on the apron surface. 
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ROSE DIAGRAM ILLUSTlUTIls'G THE DISTRIBUTION 
OF PALEOCURRENTS RECORDED IN THE BRUSHY 

CANYON FORMATION 

N 

Figure 45. The distribution ôf Brushy Canyon paleocurrent 
directions is illustrated above in the rose 
diagram, The percentage of directional meas-
urements falling within each class interval is 
proportional to the length of the line. This 
diagram is based on 1198 measurements. 
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ROSE DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATING THE DISTRIBUTIÛN OF 
PALEOCURRENTS RECORDED IN THE LOÎ îRMOST 330 

FEET OF TH2 BRUSHY CANYON FORXATION 

N 

Figure 46. Paleocurrent directions in the lowermost 
330 feet of the Brushy Canyon Formation. 
This diagram represents 251 directional 
measuremen18. 
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ROSE DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATING THE DISTRIBUTION OF 
PALEOCURRENTS RECORDED IN THE MEDIAL 330 
FEET OF THE BRUSHY CANYON FORMATION • 

N 

• 08i 

Figure 47. Paleocurrent directions in the medial 330 
feet of the Brushy Canyon Formation. This 
rose diagram is based on 125 measurements. 
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ROSE DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATING THE DISTRIBUTION OF 
PALEOCUilREOTS RECORûED IN THE UPPERi<OST 330 

FEET OF THS BRUSHY CANYON FORMATION 

N 

FÍRure 48. Paleocurrent directions in the uppermost 330 
feet of the Brushy Canyon Formation, This 
rose diagram represents 628 measurements. 



CHAPTER IX 

TURBIDITY GURRENTS AND TURBIDITE DEPOSITS 

The turbidity current concept was first proposed by 

Daly (1936) and popularized by Kuenen (1937), Since that 

time, turbidity currents have been widely invoked as a 

panacean phenomenon to explain deposition of deep water 

coarser clastics (i.e,, conglomerate, sandstone, siltstone); 

however, existence of marine turbidity currents has not 

been absolutely established, 

Kuenen and Migliorini (1950), Heezen and Ewing (1952), 

Natland and Kuenen (1951), Heezen et al (1957), Menard 

(1964), Bouma (1962), Dzulynski et al (1963), Carozzi 

(1957), Sanders (1963), McBride (1962), and others have 

elaborated on properties of turbidity currents and their 

deposits. 

Recent oceanographic investigations have firmly 

established the relationships between submarine canyons 

and deep sea channels \^ich initiate at the canyon mouths, 

Most deep sea channel systems are flanked by levee and 

overbank deposits (Gorsline and Emery, 1959; Hand and 

Emery, 1964; Shepard, 1963; and others). Evidence 
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indicates that large volumes of sediment are thus trans-

ported through submarine canyons and deposited on continental 

rises and abyssal plains as channel-Ievee-overbank deposits, 

Whether or not turbidity currents are the main depositional 

agents remains to be determined, Along the coastline of 

southem Califomia and Baja California (Shepard, 1963) 

sand flows have been observed as the depositional process in 

several canyons. 



CHAPTER X 

REVIEW OF PERTINENT RECENT DATA CONCERNING 
THE MECHANICS OF SUBAQUEOUS GRAVITY 

DEPOSITS IN DEEP WATER 

The following observations are reported by Hand and 

Emery (1964) from a detailed investigation of the San 

Diego Trough. 

Many turbidity currents have their origin in sub-

marine canyons rather than over broad areas of ocean floor, 

and are propagated along channels rather than by sheet 

flow alone. Turbidity current deposits are known in 

existing submarine basins and canyons, and occur also as 

graded sands altemating with deep-water shales in several 

Cenozoic basins of southem California. 

Individual beds display either uniform grain size or 

smooth textural gradation, suggesting that the whole bed 

is the product of a single depositional episode. Cross-

bedding, commonly present in the upper parts of sand units, 

records deposition by a current, Other evidence for 

current deposition is the presence of pronounced orientation 

of detrital mineral grains and forminiferal tests. Sorting 

is generally very good, the Trask coefficient (So) usually 

lying near 1.4, comparable with some beach sands. Ihe 
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most poorly-sorted sample (a sandy gravel from Newport 

Canyon) has a sorting coefficient of 2,8. Hence, the 

*'dirty»« character often ascribed to turbidites does not 

characterize sand turbidites typically present in San 

Diego Trough. 

Submarine canyons cut into the continental shelf 

and slope are world-wide in their distribution, but have 

been most intensively investigated off southem Califomia, 

Newport Canyon heads less than 0,b km, from shore and 

intercepts coarse sediment transported by longshore drift. 

Periodically, the accumulated sediment becomes unstable 

under its own weight and slides down canyon, The canyon 

provides the steep gradient and restriction favorable for 

conversion of slides into turbidity currents, Hand and 

Emery believe true turbidity currents (as contrasted with 

slumps) must be invoked to explain graded bedding, lami-

nation, crossbedding, and other features produced only by 

fluid medium. 

Sediment mantling the canyon walls is fine-grained 

and thin-bedded, and probably it represents deposition by 

only the dilute higher parts of turbidity currents, 

Large depositional aprons resembling alluvial fans 

occur at the mouths of submarine canyons which enter San 

Diego Trough. The depositional fans that spread broadly 

from the mouths of Oceanside and Carlsbad canyons coalesce 

to form a single compound apron having a roughly 
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semicircular outer margin. Leveed channels issue from the 

mouths of both canyons and branch to supply sediment to 

all parts of the apron. These channels are well defined, 

typically about 10 m. deep and 100 or more m, wide, with 

bottoms near the level of the adjacent apron surface, 

Local relief is formed almost entirely by natural levees. 

Cores from these aprons are characterized by relatively 

low sand content, thin bedding, and large amounts of silt. 

No gravel was found. Many sands occur as thin partings, 

probably formed as coatings of grains left on the bottom 

after the passage of turbidity currents. When a turbidity 

current traverses the apron, only the fine sediment spills 

out over the levee crests that flank the confining channel. 

The coarse fraction of the load, concentrated in the lower 

part of the flow, is confined within the channel, Some 

coarse material may be deposited within the channel, but 

the greater part probably by-passes the apron and accumu-

lates in deeper water, 

Channel flow is of prime importance in distributing 

turbidite sediment in the north end of San Diego Trough, 

In the aggraded channel system of the basin plain turbidity 

currents capable of transporting medium sand travel in 

channels only 3 m, deep, as much as lOOm, wide, and having 

a longitudinal gradient of I:3U0, Close to their origin, 

channels are deeper, narrower, and steeper. 

Medixim sand is the coarsest sediment carried by tur-

bidity currents following deep basin plain channels, as 
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demonstrated by the fact that all coarser material 

(abundant in the initial flow) drops within a short dis-

tance of the canyon mouths, Deposits of turbidity cur-

rents form prominent topographic features which include 

subsea aprons, channel and levee deposits, and basin 

plains. There can be no doubt that turbidity currents 

transport and deposit large volumes of sediment in deep 

water. 

Shepard (1963) draws the following conclusions from 

his investigations of submarine canyons and subsea fans. 

The channels that cut the fans outside submarine 

canyons are evidently the result of the turbidity currents 

that flow down the canyons carrying sediments that are 

deposited as fans. Channels cross the fans in the locus 

of the most powerful flow (i.e,, opposite the submarine 

canyons). The channels are always flanked by levees, 

Shepard emphasis the ubiquitous distribution of submarine 

canyons along continental and deep basin slopes and the 

association of these with submarine channel levee-overbank 

systems. 

Heezen and Menard (1963) offer the following 

observations concerning deep-sea fans. 

A turbidity current emerging from a submarine canyon 

onto the relatively flat sea floor of the lower continental 

rise or abyssal plain will be checked in velocity and 

deposit some sediment. Successive deposits at the mouth 
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of a single canyon will ultimately produce a deep sea fan. 

Well developed subsea fans occur off the west coast of 

North America from the Gulf of Alaskato southem Califomia 

(Menard, 1955). If the position of a submarine canyon 

remains stable for a long period of time, a family of 

overlapping deep sea fans would gradually build a larger 

feature. Although some investigators (Menard) do not 

distinguish between the smaller fans and the resulting 

larger composite feature, Ewing, Ericson and Heezen (1958) 

make a distinction between the smaller features known as 

deep sea fans and the larger composite ones which they 

term abyssal cones. Abyssal cones are found off the 

Mississippi (Ewing et al, 1958), Congo (Heezen et, al, 1957), 

Ganges and Indus rivers, 

After building in one area for a long time, the 

active turbidity-current channel will break through one 

of its natural levees and build a new distributary channel 

and new deep-sea fan. Distributary channels extend across 

the abyssal cone (or large deep sea fan), functioning in 

much the same way as distributary channels in the delta 

of a large river, 

Menard (1964) offers the following comments concern-

ing subsea fans: 

The evidence for marine turbidity currents is 

inferential. However, the hypothesis that turbidity cur-

rents are common in the ocean explains such otherwise 
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unrelated facts as the occurrence of shallow water 

benthonic fauna in deep water, the relief and distribution 

of abyssal plains, channels, and fans, the character and 

distribution of sediment near the continent. 

All the channels for which adequate data are avail-

able have the same general characteristics: they are 

relatively shallow at the mouths of canyons; they reach 

their greatest depths in their upper reaches, usually on 

deep sea fans; and they gradually become less deep and 

terminate as they flow over gentle slopes to abyssal 

plains. The axis of each channel has a continuous longi-

tudinal slope and deepening of a channel below the sur-

rounding fan does not result from an over-deepening of the 

axis. Two explanations for the deepening seem plausible: 

a change in regimen of flow and erosion to a new grade, 

or a hydraulic jump, The latter effect probably is more 

important, because natural leeves are most prominent 

where channels are deepest, This indicates that sediment 

is deposited by a turbidity current which thickened 

greatly by rapid mixing after emerging from the mouth of 

a canyon. 

San Pedro and Santa Mbnica basins, located off the 

coast of southern California, have been studied by 

Gorsline and Eimery (1959). Maximal water depths of 

2994 and 3078 feet are recorded in San Pedro and Santa 

Monica basins, respectively. Numerous submarine canyons 
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are incised into the slopewhich form the margin of the 

basin. Gorsline and Emery (1959) states that 

extending from the mouths of the canyons down 
the subsea fans and across part of the basin 
floors are deep-sea channels about 0,5 km, wide, 
10-20 meters deep, and bordered by natural 
levees. Several generations of the channels 
appear to be present, indicating their change-
able nature, The volumes of subsea fans oppo-
site the Hueneme-Mugu group, Dume, and Redondo 
submarine canyons are 24, 1,7, and 15 billion 
cubic meters respectively, about 1,8, 3,3, and 
1.8 times the volumes of the empty adjacent can-
yons, and even more considering that part of 
each fan is buried under sediments of the basin 
floors, Beyond the subsea fans the floors of 
both San Pedro and Santa Monica basins are very 
flat according to recent surveys based on sound-
ings by Precision Depth Recorder (Luskin, Heezen, 
Ewing, and Landisman, 1954), Slopes of these 
floors are less than 0.33 percent or 0° II* (p,28l). 

The movement of wave action causes extensive long-

shore drifting of beach sand, as revealed by the trapping 

of as much as 400,000 cubic meters annually against in-

dividual grains and breakwaters (Gorsline and Emery, 1959, 

p. 281). Gorsline and Emery (1959) also indicate that 

imich more sand is trapped in the deep heads of the sub-

marine canyons that reach close to shore, and that this 

sediment fill slides away periodically down canyon. 



CHAPTER XI 

DEPOSITIONAL DYNAMICS 

The Brushy Canyon Formation of the Delaware basin 

consists of channel and overbank deposits. The channels 

extend perpendicular to the ancient basin margin, The 

channels are succeeded laterally by finer grained, lami-

nated, and small current rippled overbank deposits, 

If the Brushy Canyon sands represent shallow marine 

deposits, long axes of sandstone bodies should be 

oriented péirallel to the basin margin (i,e,, shoreline), 

Shallow marine deposits should grade landward into 

transitional and alluvial deposits, Long axes of individ* 

ual sandstone bodies are oriented perpendicular, not 

parallel, to the basin margin, and no shallow marine 

transitional, or alluvial deposits are present along the 

basin margin, 

Current flow data from the Brushy Canyon Formation 

indicate an amazing uniformity of direction (86,9% in the 

S£ quadrant). If the Brushy Canyon deposits are: (a) 

shallow marine - reversing longshore currents parallel to 

the NE-SW basin margin should be recorded; (b) intertidal 

reversing current directions recording the ebb and flood 
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tide should be recorded; (c) alluvial - many directions 

should be recorded in all quadrants if these represent 

either meandering or braided stream deposits, The uniform 

direction expressed by deposits of the Brushy Canyon For-

mation could not possibly characterize stream, transitional, 

or shallow marine deposits. 

The deposits of the Brushy Canyon Formation are very 

well sorted; subaerial alluvial deposits are not consistently 

well sorted. Abundant quantities of shale are not present 

in either channel or overbank deposits, but predominate in 

subaerial floodplains. 

The deposits of the Brushy Canyon Formation are 

characterized by an absence of: (1) shallow water indi-

cators (Jacka, 1965) such as beach structures, surfzone, 

infra-surfzone deposits, and oscillation ripple marks; (2) 

intertidal features (Jacka, 1965) such as flat topped wave 

(oscillation) ripples, stromatolites, flat pebble conglom-

erates, and mud polygons (mud cracks); (3) subaerial flood-

plain features (Jacka, 1965) such as root casts, wave 

(oscillation) ripples, mud polygons (mud cracks), and red 

beds. Red beds are not present in the Brushy Canyon 

interval but Permian alluvial deposits of the adjacent 

shelf area consist of red beds. 

Oscillation ripples have been reported from the 

Brushy Canyon Formation by Newell et al.,(1953). Many 

examples were noted of ripples which from a distance appear 
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to be oscillation ripple marks; however, closer observation 

reveals current ripple foreset migrations in all cases. 

The paleontologic data in the Brushy Canyon Formation 

indicate that the majority of the fossils were transported 

into the basin from a shallow marine realm. The fauna 

represents for the most part shallow marine types (bryozoans, 

corals, pelecypods, crinoids, brachiopods, gastropods, 

fusulinids, and red algae), These fossils commonly display 

parallel orientation of their long axes and are restricted 

to subsea channels, A progressive decrease basinward in 

size of skeletal constituents was observed, Pelagic fossils 

such as cephalopods are not restricted to the channels, but 

occur throughout the formation, 

Positive evidence and elimination of other models in-

dicates that the Brushy Canyon Formation represents a com-

pound subsea fan consisting of channel - levee - overbank 

deposits, The relationships and characteristics very 

closely compare with those v^ich have been described in the 

present San Pedro and Santa Monica basins by Gorsline and 

Emery (1959) and in the San Diego Trough by Hand and Emery 

(1964), By analogy with recent examples the existence of 

submarine canyons along the northwest margin of the Delaware 

basin is inferred from the presence of submarine channels, 

Well sorted sediment was probably delivered to the 

submarine canyon heads by longshore or tidal currents, This 

would account for grain size and sorting characteristics 
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which compare so closely with subsea fans in the present 

Califomia basin, In both the Brushy Canyon Formation and 

the San Pedro and Santa Monica basins and the San Diego 

Trough (Gorsline and Emery, 1959; Hand and Emery, 1964) the 

sediment consists predominately of well sorted, medium-to 

very fine-grained sand and silt, The sediment probably 

accumulated slowly in the canyon heads and was periodically 

set in motion by overloading, seismic shock, or storm wave 

pressure and moved down the canyons as slumps, slides, sub-

marine avalances, or sand flows, and flowed across the 

proximal basin floor via the channel-Ievee system, The 

coarsest particles, including invertebrate skeletal 

material, were confined to the channels, while finer 

material spread out laterally over levees as overbank 

deposits. 

The water depth at the heads of the submarine canyons 

off the coastline of southem Califomia is often 60 feet 

or less; and the water depth at these canyon mouths is 

generally 1800-2400 feet (Hand and Emery, 1964; Gorsline 

and Emery, 1959). The Califomia basin plains exist at 

water depths of 3000 feet ot deeper (Gorsline and Emery, 

1959), 

Water depths of 1800 feet have been postulated for the 

upper Cherry Canyon and Bell Canyon Formations (Newell 

et aJL. , 1953; Adams and Frenzel, 1950; Adams, 1965). No 

evidence suggests that water depth in the Delaware basin 
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was less during deposition of the Bone Springs-Iower Cherry 

Canyon sequence than that reflected by the upper Cherry 

Canyon-Bell Canyon interval, 

Sedimentary structures in channels indicate deposition 

by smooth phase, dune phase, and rií)ple phase of tractional 

transport (Gilbert, 19I4; Simons, Richardson and Albertson, 

1961; Fahnestock and Haushild, 1962; Middleton, 1965; and 

othersX The same features and sequences characterize sub-

aerial stream deposits, Large current ripple crossbedded 

units indicate that flow velocities in subsea channels 

approximated those in large subaerial streams during flood 

stage, This evidence plus the lack of graded bedding indi-

cates that the bottom flows probably were not turbidity 

currents but may have been sand flows, 

The Bone Springs Formation records a time of quiet, 

deep water conditions in the basin, The "patch reefs* 

reported by Newell et̂  al. ̂ Xl953) are known to be composed 

of transported material. Geopetal fabrics, contorted beds 

beneath the masses, and evidence v^ich indicates flowage 

confirms the observation that the masses were slump blocks 

(Klement, 1966, personal communication), The "patch reefs" 

in the Bone Springs limestone (Permian-Leonard) near Bone 

Canyon are allochthonous. We interpret them as carbonate-

rock debris transported from contemporaneous shallow-water 

environment by submarine slides (Pray and Stehli, 1962). 
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The Cutoff Shaly Member probably represents the distal 

extent of the subsea fan \^ich expanded basinward dua to 

influx of larger quantities of sand and silt during Brushy 

Canyon time. 11118 may reflect formation of the Bone Springs 

flexure and constriction of the shelf lagoon so that the 

sand supply was more accessible to the basinal flow 

mechanisms. 

The lower Cherry Canyon deposits represent a continua-

tion of the channel - levee - overbank sequences which 

characterized the subjacent Brushy Canyon Formation, No 

apparent change in characteristics was observed between the 

Brushy Canyon and the Cherry Canyon Formations near El 

Capitan peak, The Cherry Canyon deposits become progressively 

finer-grained and the channels thin and flatten in the basin-

ward direction at a more rapid rate than those of the Brushy 

Canyon, This observation indicates that Cherry Canyon sub-

sea fan occupied a more distal position to the basin margin 

than the Brushy Canyon subsea fan and that the basin expanded 

during Cherry Canyon time, 

The channels in the Brushy Canyon Formation are quite 

closely spaced laterally and vertically (Figures 6 and 7). 

Overbank deposits of adjacent channels intermesh laterally. 

Thus the Brushy Canyon subsea fan represents a compound 

apron, The close lateral and vertical spacing indicates 

that submarine canyons were numerous and remained active 

throughout accumulation of Brushy Canyon and lower Cherry 

Canyon Formations (as defined by King, 1942), 



In aggrading channel-overbank systems greater rates 

of accretion occur in chamnels and on levees than on over-

banks, so that ultimately the channel floors are built 

above the level of the adjacent basin floor. Eventually 

a breach in the levee, a crevasse, will occur, and the 

channel will follow a different path across the apron sur-

face. The channel segment below the crevasse becomes 

abandoned. Crevassing probably played an important role 

in constructing the Brushy Canyon subsea aprons. 

Ihe conglomerates in the basal portion of the Brushy 

Canyon, reported by King (1948) and Newell, et al., (1953), 

were examined. They record subaqueous mass flows and pro-

bably represent material \*iich slumped from submarine 

canyon walls as a result of undercutting. 

Stratigraphic relations between the Brushy Canyon, 

subjacent Bone Springs, and superjacent Cherry Canyon 

Formations, and the nature of the deposits recorded in the 

upper Bone Springs - Brushy Canyon - lower Cherry Canyon 

interval indicate that the Delaware basin never shoaled 

or became filled as postulated by King, Newell, et al., 

Baker, Crandall, Lang, and others. 



CHAPTER XII, 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

1. The following lines of evidence eliminate all 

depositional models except the deep sea fan or apron. 

a. Stratigraphic relations - The Brushy Canyon 

consists of channel and overbank deposits. Long axes 

of sandstone bodies are perpendicular to the NE-SW 

trending basin margin, Shallow marine sands are 

deposited in bfinds paralleling the shoreline (basin 

margin). 

b. Paleocurrent data - The highly uniform south-

easterly flow pattem (i.e., perpendicular to the shelf 

margin and basinward) recorded throughout the Brushy 

Canyon precludes the existence of fluvial, transitional, 

or shallow marine deposits, Subaerial streams display 

highly variable f low pattems and a regional study 

would record numerous directions in all quadrants. 

Intertidal deposits record a bimodal directional pattem 

;^ich records flood and ebb direction approximately at 

right angles to the shoreline. Shallow marine deposits 

display a bimodal current pattem parallel to the shore-

line which records longshore currents; rip currents per-

pendicular to the shoreline may also be recorded. 
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c« Paleontologic data - The Brushy Canyon fauna 

represents a thanatocoenosis consisting predominantly 

of indigenous shallow marine forms, fusulinids, corals, 

bryozoans, brachiopods, pelecypods, gastropods, and 

crinoid columnals, and pelagic forms, such as nautiloid 

and ammonoid cephalopods. Except for the pelagic 

cephalopods, all other coarser skeletal constituents 

are restricted to channels. Sizes of skeletal constit-

uents pirogressively decrease basinward within the 

channel deposits. Fusulines are the only abundant 

fossils, and all other groups mentioned above are 

sparsely represented. 

d. Absence of subaerial stream deposits - Although 

the same primary structures and genetic sequences 

characterize both fluvial and deep sea channels, they 

can be easily distinguished by analysis of current flow 

data. Red beds are lacking in the Brushy Canyon For-

mation, but characterize definite alluvial deposits on 

the adjacent platform. Absence of red beds in the 

Brushy Canyon strongly contradicts a subaerial origin. 

Features commonly fotmd in subaerial floodplains, such 

as mud polygons, root casts, wave ripples, are not pre-

sent in the Brushy Canyon overbank deposits. 

e. Absence of transitional (marsh, lagoonaI-bay> 

tidal flat, beach. etc.) deposits - Features that 

characterize transitional deposits, such as beach 
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bundles, washover fans, beach cusps, flat topped wave 

ripples, ladder ripples, stromatolites, and flat 

pebble conglomerates (Jacka, 1965) are not present in 

the Brushy Canyon. 

f. Absence of shallow marine deposits - Surfzone 

and infra-surfzone deposits, and wave ripples are 

absent in the Brushy Canyon. 

2. Ihe sedimentary framework ond depositional dynamics 

of the Brushy Canyon Formation is closely comparable to that 

of present deep basins off the coast of Bouthem Califomia. 

The leindward slopes of San Pedro, Santa H^nica, and San 

Diego basins are incised by numerous submarine canyons. A 

deep sea fan or apron initiates at the mouth of each canyon. 

Deep sea channels flanked by levees issue from the canyon 

mouths and follow quite straight courses across the aprons. 

Large volumes of well sorted sand and silt are delivered to 

the submarine cíinyon heads by longshore drift. Large 

volumes of sediment sporadically move down the canyons, as 

avalanches, slumps, slides, or sand flows, Bottom currents 

with velocities sufficient to produce ripple and smooth 

phases of tractional transport are generated in the channels. 

The coarsest sediment is confined within channels, vrtiile 

fine grained material spills over the levees to produce 

finely laminated overbank deposits. 

By analogy with the Califomia basins and the well 

established association of submarine canyons and deep sea 
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channels, the existence of numerous submarine canyons in-

cised along the margin of the ancient Delaware basin is 

inferred from the presence of deep sea channels in the 

Brushy Canyon Formation. 

The ancient Delaware basin differed tn one important 

aspect from the present Califomia basins. The Califomia 

basins exist opposite a mountainous coastline with a very 

narrow shelf, but the ancient Delaware basin was adjacent 

to a broad, flat shélf or platform. 

3. Classical graded bedding is lacking in the Brushy 

Canyon flow units. The genetic sequences and individual 

primary structures reflect deposition by various flow re-

gimes and phases of tractional transport (Simons, Richardson, 

and Albertson, 1961; Gilbert, I9l4; Gwinn, 1964; Fahnestock 

and Haushild, 1962; MLddleton, 1965). The genetic sequences 

found in Brushy Canyon channels are very similar to those 

found in subaerial stream channels. These facts seem to 

indicate that the Brushy Camyon represents accumulation by 

sand flows rather than txirbidity currents, 

4. Major flow units (i.e., 3 or more feet thick) con-

sisting of massive, laminated, and large current ripple-

crossbedded intervals are restricted to subsea channel 

deposits. Minor flow units (i.e., 3 feet or less thick) 

consisting of massive, laminated, and small current ripple-

crossbedded intervals occur in channels, as peripheral over-

bank deposits, and as a distal fringe beyond the channels. 
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Thickness of flow units and flow velocities recorded by 

sedimentary structures probably reflect the volume of sedi-

ment introduced in successive flows. 

5. The nature of the deposits and stratigraphic 

relationships indicate that the Delaware basin was not 

filled with sediment during the Bone Springs - Brushy Canyon 

lower Cherry Canyon interval, but remained a deep basin. 

The Bone Springs and Cherry Canyon Formations record distal 

subsea f ans, vdiereas the Brushy Canyon records proximal sub-

sea fans. 

6. Carbonate flow units are present in the subjacent 

Bone Springs Formation and in the superjacent Cherry Canyon 

and Bell Canyon Formations, but are lacking in the Brushy 

Canyon. This probably indicates that the shelf lagoon on 

the adjacent platform was greatly constricted during Brushy 

Canyon time. The condition of a narrow shelf lagoon would 

have brought stream mouths closer to the platform edge and 

resulted in distribution of large volumes of clastic sedi-

ment to the lagoon and into submarine canyon heads (Jacka, 

1966, personal communication). A large influx of clastic 

sediment would preclude much indigenous carbonate production 

on the shelf. 
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Measured Section Number 1 

%•". •:' i: 

í~>—: « •. 1 

S?^ 

r,,--;:̂-

Cherrv Canvon Formatlon 

252* 2"- Sandstone, buff and r.ray, fine-
grained, parallel plane lami-
nated intervals v/eathering in 
•units 1/16 to 1 inch. 

Brushy Canyon Fornatlon 

The contact between the Cherry Canyon and the 
Brushy Canyon Forraation is indistinct at this 
locality. The writer used the 1 foot thick 
sand bed to mark the upper limit of the Erushy 
Canyon Formation thereby, making the thickness 
of this section approximately equal to that of 
P^ B. King'(19^2), - •. 

136* 0"- Sandstone, buff and gray fine-grained, 
parallel plane larajnated intervals 
weathering in units 1/16 to 1". Tne 
•upperraost bed.. .sandstone, gray 
(weathers brown), fine-grained, 
massive, 1' thick. 

37' lf"u Sandstone, buff, fine-grained, a fev 
ripple crossbedded, mostly parallel 
plane laminated intervals weather-
ing in irnits 1 to ^" thick. 

2i+0» 0"- Sandstone, buff, fine-grained, para-
llel plane laminated intervals 
weathering in units 1/2 to ^" thick; 
thin (1/^ to 2") shale partings at 
irregular intervals, 

20» 0"- Sandstone, buff, fine-r>rained , mas-
sive,parallel plane lar.inated in-
tervals, sorae ripple-crossbecced 
layers; each raassive layer shout 
6" thick, capped by thin d") fir.e-
grained laminated platy siltstone; 
uppermost 2',..ripple-crossbedded. 
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Section Number 1 Continued— 

1...';_ .^t crtí: 
—!_;. _ •-Z--Tiy. 

T^:vv.v-.v> 

T?^-l:L-| 

'^ -M' 

<-.• r .V 

^ ... 
•• •:..t 

16 

^7 

5» 

117' 

3"- Sandstone, buff, fine-grained para-
llel plane laminated jntervals 
weathering in units 1/^ to 1" thick. 

2"^ Sandstone, buff and gray, fine-.-̂ rain-
ed, parallel plane lar.inated inter-
vals weathering in units 1/^ to 1" 
thick, ripple-crossbedded layers, 

0"- Sandstone, buff, medium- to fine-
grained, massive. 

10"- Sandstone, buff and gray, fine-grain-
ed, parallel plane laninated inter-
vals weathering in units 1/h to 1" 
thick. 

3"-

i f " -

3» 0"-

Conglomerate of liraestone and sand-
stone pebbles; raatrix...fine-grain' 
ed sandstone, calcareous ceraent; 
upper 3"»••laminated siltstone, 

Conglomerate with ^" thick siltstone 
layer above; same description as 
overlying sequence. 

Sandstone, buff, medium- to fine-
grained, massive bed 1" thick; 
larainated siltstone bed 2' thick 
overlays sandstone. 

If6» h"" Sandstone, buff and gray, fine-grain-
ed, parallel plane larainated inter-
vals, ripple-crossbedded veather-
ing units 1/^ to 1/2" thick. 

Ifi 0"- Sandstone, buff, medium-grained, 
tan weathers dark brown, raassive, 

2lf» 0"- Sandstone, buff, gine-grained, ripple 
crossbedded, parallel plane lami-
nated intervals weathering in units 
1 to li" thick, 

10* 0"- Sandstone, buff, medium-grained, mas-
sive fusulinids zones at 2-3' 
intervals. 
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Section Number 1 Continued— 

VXVK 
VWV 

• » < -

>.•• Cí. 

A 
^». 

r\ "̂  "í -̂ v 

VDC _ 

*Tt> » «0-* 

15' 0"-

0"-

0"-

Sandstone, buff, r/iGdiura-grained, 
ripple-crossbeddcc:, 1 to ^' thick; 
large scale (1 to 2') cuspate rip-
ples, 

Sandstone, buff, mediura-grainec, 
ripple-crossbedded, nurní̂ rous fusu-
linids; large scale (8 to 10") 
cuspate ripples, 

Conf^lomerate, limestone-sandstone 
pebbles; abundant fusulinids; thin 
(2") shale above and below con-
glomerate. 

, ^ ^ 38* 6"- Sandstone, buff, f ine-grained, rip-
ples-crossbedded, 1 to 2' thick; 
siltstone beds 1/h to 1" thick 
separate each sand bed. 

28' 0"^ Sandstone, gray, fine-grained, cal-
careous, beds h- to 8" thick; upper 
2' abundant fossils (fusulinids, 
brachipods, crinoid colurans); sev-
eral small cut and fill structures 
in middle of sequence, 

3« 0"- Sandstone, gray, fine-grained, cal-
creaous, ripple-crossbedded, 1' 
thick. 

IJt îr̂  Sandstone, buff, fine-grained, rippie 
crossbedded; ripple height 1/2 to 
1" , 

18* '7"- Sandstone, medium- to fine-grained, 
ripple-crossbedded, raassive, 2 to 
-̂" thick beds; abundant fusulinics 
in some beds; uppermost l*,..,larai-
nated siltstone. 

11» 0"-

h' 9"-

Limestone conglomerate; fusulinids 
in lower 5' interval, numerous in 
upper 6', 

Sandstone, fine-grained, buff, rip-
ple-crossbedded, 1-1:̂ " beds, over-
lay of thin, laminated siltstone 
interval. 
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.<::":^ 

1 < I 

Section Number 1 Concluded. 

12» 10". 

3^' 10". 

Limestone conglomerate, lir.:estone 
pebbles up to Iv" across. 

Sandstone, fine-grained, buff, para-
llel Dlane larainated intervals, 
ripple-crossbedded, weather^n^ in 
units 1 to 3" thick; lar.inated 
siltstone beds 1/8 to 1" thick be-
tween sandstone; liraestone pebbles 
at base of sorae sands. 

íStone 17' 8"- Liraestone congloraerate, lime: 
cobble up to h" in sandy limestone 
matrix, 

Contact between the Bone Springs and the Brushy 
Canyon formations, Eroded contact surface. 

Bone Sprin^s Forraation 

The uppermost Bone Springs Formation is cora-
posed of dense, black limestone in beds 6 to 
8 inches thick. Carbonaceous shale beds 1 to 
h inches thick separate the limestone beds. 

The section starts in Bone Canyon a few feet 
below the Bone Springs-Brushy Canyon contact 
and contlnues up the N\̂  wall of Bone Canyon 
to the top of the canyon wall. 

1169' 5" Total section 
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Measured Section Kumber 2 

•i£j> • * » • 
« » • 

•^!^1 
.M 

• £0» 

íí> 
tfP • 

« 

^ii-V--'-

»^L^ ^ ^ < ^ 

Í ^ ; ^ = ? ^ 

Cherrv Canvon Formatíon 

10» •• 0"- Sandstone, buff, finG-;;rained, 
parallel plane larainated inter-
vals weather in units 1/h- to 1". 

gray, racdiu.T.-21' 8"- Sandstone, buff and 
fine-grained, massive, calcareous 
cement; very ab^ondant in fossils 
(fusulinids, brachipods, pelecy-
pods, crinoid columnsX 

Brushy Canyon Forraation 

The contact between the Brushy Canyon-Cherry 
Canyon Formation accordinir to P, B, King is. 
at the base/ of the large roGsil bed v;hich is 
described above, This bed actually is a chan-
nel fill which thins rapidly and disappears 
within 600» laterally in either direction. 

23» 0"- Sandstone, buff (weathers dark brown), 
mediura-grained, massive; fusulinids 
less abundant than overlying se-
quence. 

2» 0"- Sandstone, buff, fine-grained, mas-
slve; small cut and 
black calcareous 
below. 

fill structure; 
shale above and 

lf7» 6"~- Sandstone, gray and tan, fine-grained, 
beds 1/^ to 1" thick. 

19» 0"- Sandstone, light gray, medium- to fine-
grained, calcareous, beds 1-3" thick 
laminated siltsone partin^s ce-
tween each sandstone bed; fusulinids 
in lower and upper beds only. 

33» 7"- Sandstone, light 
grained; thin 
bed at base. 

fine-;ray and tan, 
2") black platy shale 

0"- Sandstone, buff, flne-grained, raassive 
beds ^--6" thick, thin shale part-
ings between éach bed. 
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Section- Number 2 Continued — 

iSS^ 

?^^\\ 

t^^^^p^ 

0"- Sandstone, buff, raediura- to 
grained, massive; overlaid 
dark gray siltstone. 

fine-
by 1' 

ifl» 3"-

17' 0"-

Sandstone, buff, fine-grained raassive 
beds 2' thick v/ith thin (i") silt-
stone partings; undorlaid by shale 
bed l' thick, 

Sandstone, buff, fine-gr.-iinGd, Is.rai-
nated in bed 1/1+-1/2" thick; sev-
eral massive sandstone beds 8" to 
1' thick in central portion. 

3» 6"- Sandstone, gray, very fine-grained, 
parallel plane laminated intervals 
(platy); small (6") cut and fill 
structures; fill...fine-grained, 
sandstone, weathers dark brov/n; 
one ripple-crossbedded layer direc-
tly below the scour; black shale 
1» thick overl-íys the sequence. 

5̂ » 6"-

1̂ » 0"-

Sandstone, buff, fine-grained, para-
llel píane laminated intervals 
weathering in.units ^ to -g-" thick. 

• 

Sandstone, gray, fine-grained para-
llel plane laminated intervals 
weathering in units ^ to ^" thick. 

9» 6"- Sandstone, gray, fine-grained, rip-
ple-crossbedded, beds 1 to 2' 
thick; thin (i to i"') shale lay-
ers between sand beds. 

26» 5"- Sandstone, gray, fine-grained, nas-
sive, parallel plane larainated 
intervals v/eathering in units 3" 
to li»; thin (1-2") laminated 
siltstone between sand beds. 

5» 0"- Sandstone, buff and gray, fine- to 
very fine-grained parallel plane 
laminated intervals weather in 

6"-

units 3" to l'; lower 2» and upper 
1» thinly bedded, 

Sandstone, buff, fine-grained, mas-
sive beds 6"to 1» thick. 
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Section Number 2 Concluded 

v:.v;v 

S^^S^-*^ 

S B 

7' 

1» 

3^' 

if» 

3' 

10» 

lif 

0"- Sandstone, gray, very fine-grained, 
parallel plano larainated intervals 
weathering In units i to v", 

0"- Sandstone, buff (weathers dark brov/n), 
medium-grained, ripple-crossLcGced. 

0"- Sandstone, gray, fine- to very fine-
grained, ripple-crossbedded, beds 
i to 1"̂  thick. 

0"- Sandstone, buff (v/eathers dark brov;n), 
massive; upper surface,,,,cuspate 
ripples 1" helght. 

0"- Shale, dark gray, platy. 

0"- Sandstone, gray, very fine-grained, 
parallel plane laminated inter-
vals weathering in units i to ->-", 

0"- Sandstone, gray, fine-grained, rip-
ple-crossbedded, beds 1 to 2". 

Out crbps become buried in talus, i,e., 
end section. 

1+10' 5" Total section 
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Measured Sect ion Kuraber 3 

v:v\v;s.vv 

Brushv Canvon Forrantinn 

VSV.v\v 

SVV\v 

2^' 0"-

10» 0"-

61» 3"-

Sandstone, buff (v/eathers dark brov/n), 
raodium-grained, ripple-crosGbec ded; 
large scale cuspate ripples (6" to 
1' in helght); ccctlon boginning.,.. 
top of Brushy Mesa. 

Sandstone, buff, very fine-gra:ined, 
parallel plane laminated inter-
vals weather in units 1" thick. 

Sandstone, buff, raediur-.-grained, rip-
ple-crossbedded; large scale cus-
pate ripples (1-2' in height); basal 
beds...25' thick in appearance,.. 
bed composed of many layers oi rip-
pled sandstone; overlaying beds... 
(̂ -J') thick, separated by thin 
siltstone layers, 

2?» 6"- Sandstone, light gray, fine-nrained, 
ripples-crossbedded, parallei plane 
laminated intervals weathering in 
units 1 to -̂̂ ; upper 6' thicKly bed-
ded, laminated, one interval ir.iss-
ing due to channel scour. 

22» 0"-

1+3» 6"-

Sandstone, gray and brown, very fine-
grained, parallel plane laminated 
intervals weathering in units i: to 
-J:"; a few beds show ripple-crossbeds 

Sandstone, buff and gray, raeciura-
to fine-grained, ripple-crossbedded, 
parallel plane laminated intervals 
weathering in units -£- to 2"; rlppled 
beds.'.. .mostly medium-grained sand-
stone. 

39» 10"- Sandstone, buff and gray^ fine-graij 
ed, parallel plane lammated inte; 
vals weathering in units -^ to -£-". 
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Section Number 3 Continued— 

wm 

^ : .-^ 

c a ^ Å ^ 

53' 0"- Sandstone, buff, raecii:ra- to fine-
grained, massive, parallel plane 
laminated intervals. 

30» 2"- Sandstone, buff, mediura-grained, 
massive, ripple-crosnbedded, ceds 
6" tofif" thick; fusulinids fairly 
abundant. 

8' 0"-

6"-

6"-

12» 0"-

Sandstone, buff and gray, mediu::.-
grained, raassive; gray sandstone 
lenses apparent. 

Sandstone, buff, fine-grained, raas-
sive, parallel plane laminated 
intervals, 

Sandstone and shale, gray and black, 
massive, fine-grained, beds 1 to 2" 
thick; black shale beds 2" to 2'. 
thick. 

Sandstone, gray, raedium- to fine-
grained, massive, parallel plane 
laminated intervals weathering in 
units 1" to 3», 

9' 0"- Sandstone, buff, mediura-grained, 
massive, 

3' 2"- Shale, black, platy, 

1' 0"- Sandstone, buff, medium-grainetí, 
massive. 

8"-

7» 0"-

Conglomerate, dark gray, liraestone 
pebbles, fossils, chert nodules 

Sandstone, buff, medium-grained, 
massive. 

8» 0"- Sandstone, buff and gray, raediura-
grained, massive; liraestone pebbles 
and fusulinids apparent in zones. 

j. 3"- Sandstone, buff, medium-grained, raas-
sive; shale layer in middle of se-
quence. 
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Section Number 3 Continued— 

--V--I-I-
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.N.X 
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--•'-•rt-*S&^ 

. < • . ' • *" 

10' 3"-

lO' 0"-

WO' 

1+» 

3' 

^ . » 

Sandstone, buff, fine-grjined, rip-
ple-crossbedded, beds 1 to 2' 
thick; ripple height l- to 3", 

Sandstone, buff, fine-grained, para-
llel plane laminated inte:.'vals 
weathering in uints i to i-^\ 

2"- Covered section 

0"- Sandstone, light gray, mediura-í-̂ rain' 
ed, thinly bedded (1-2" thick), 
calcareous, 

0"- Sandstone, buff, fine-grained, rcas-
sive. 

0"- Sandstone, gray, medium- to fine-
grained, calcareous, abundant 
fusulinids. 

If5» 0"- Sandstone, buff, mediura- to very fine-
grained massive, parallel plane 
laminated intervals.v/eathering in 
units 1" to 21, massive. 

lOlf' 6"- Sandstone, buff and gray, raedror.:- to 
fine-grained, raassive, sorae ripple-
crossbedding, parallel plane lami-
nated intervals. 

lf» 0"- Sandstone, buff, (weathers dark brown), 
medium grained, massive, 

1+8' If"- Sandstone, gray and brov/n, fine-grain-
ed, ripple-crossbedded, parallel 
plane laminated intervals v/eathering 
in units 1" to 3'. 

17» 1"- Sandstone, buff, medi-ora-grained, raas-
sive, ripple-crossbedded, beds 2-6' 
thick separated by thin siltstone 
layers; upper bed,...abundant fusu-
linids, 

1» 0"- Sandstone, gray, mediura-í-̂ rained, raas-
sive, abundant fusxilinids. 
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Section Number 3 Concluded 

\, L_i — l 

xW3 
.tTT̂ n •r I '-i 'r 

Tl TTJ 

3» 2"- Limestone, dark gray, beds h to 8" 
thick; thin shale layer separate 
beds. 

18 5"- Sandstone, buff, raediura-grained, 
massive, calcareous, 

Bone Springs Formation 

Cutoff Shaly Hember 

0' 6"- Shale, black platy, 

2» 1"- Siltstone, gray, parallel plane 
laminated intervals weathering 
in units i to -J-" thick, 

1» 0"- Limestone, dark gray, beds h to 6" 
thick, 

1+» 0"- Slltstone, dark gray, beds t to ̂ " 
thick. 

2« 10"- Shale, black, platy;- 6" gray lime-
stone beds among the shale» 

701» 8"- Total section 


